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Mrs. Kay Waterman Bisbee of
A womans promise to be on time
carries a lot of wait.
Camden former owner of the Union
Beauty Shop, has taken charge of C om m andery M asons Are
Ideal Beauty Shop during the ab
C elebrating A t V in a l
sence of Mrs. Grover.

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

Suhacrlpuona M GO net year payable
Io advance: elngle copiea three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon clrcula
lion and eery reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

B ait and Lines F ree

S U N D A Y , J U N E 25

lished In 1646 In 1174 the Courier wat
established and consolidated with the
In imr> The Free Press was
established In 1655 and In 1891 changed
Its name to the Tribune These papers
. ...woiuiated March 17. 1897.
in . i —

DEEP S E A
F IS H IN G P A R T IE S

O PEN S

The Rockland Gazette waa estab

The Latchstring is Out
The Larder Is Full!
MATTIE.
74-75

t------ —

Read T h e C o urlgr-O azetle

Arrangements made at
SAYWARD’S GARAGE
221 Main St., TeL 585
Licensed Operator In Charge
O. 11. Wiggln—Tel. 702
75’lt

G O O D R IC H
(FU LLY G UARANTEED)

COMMANDERS
0 /
/O

50

ROOSEVELT GAINS

Should President Rocsevelt run for a third term and find
himself pitted against Thomas E. Dewey on the Republican
ticket, what would happen? The American Institute of Public
Opinion has asked this question of a cross section of American
voters and finds that 52 percent are for Dewey and 48 per
cent for Roosevelt. The Democrats—that is, the New Deal
Democrats, may find some comfort in the fact that Roose
velt has gained 3 percent and Dewey has lost 3 percent since
May. But they will not toe equally complacent when they
learn that 26 percent of those who voted for Roosevelt in 1936
would now vote for Dewey, while only 2 percent of those who
voted for Landon would now vote for Roosevelt. In other
words the wavering Republicans are turning back to their first
love, and with them are coming many Democrats.

haven

OFF

REGULAR T IR E P R IC E S

With a temperature of 50 above,
and cutting fog sweeping in from
the ocean, Commandery Masons
marched from the local asylum t o :
Tillson wharf this morning, bound
for a St. John's Day outing at
Vinalhaven.
The Rockland City Band, 23 pieces
with Charles Montgomery as lead
er, performed escort duty.
Marching behind it came 30
members of Claremont Command
ery, headed by Eminent Command
er Robert A. Webster, and delega
tions from Camden Comandery of
Camden and Palestine Comandery
of Belfast headed by Eminent Com
mander Frederick Jagels and Ed
ward Bailey respectively.
At Vinalhaven
the
visiting
Knights were received by De Valois
Commandery, and there was a pa
rade through the town's principal
street. The conditions were adverse,
but the Commandery Masons know
how to make their own sunshine,
and were having a fine time, accord
ing to a wireless message received
just as this paper went to press.

SIZE

Special Price
Goodrieh
Commandri

4.40-4.50-21
........................ $11 .1 0
4 .7 5 -5 .0 0 -1 9 ........................
11.45
5.2 5 -5 .5 0 -1 8 ........................... 13.35
6 .0 0 -1 6 ..... ...........................
15.95

YOU
SAVE

$ 5 .5 5

$ 5 .5 5

5 .7 2
6 .6 7
7.9 7

5 .7 3
6 .6 8
7 .9 8

These Prices Include Your OW Tires

• These are brand nets, fully guaranteed Goodrich Tires. Every one carries a lifetime guarantee
by America's oldest tire makrr. They are full dim ension tires and built wtih an extra deep, extra wide
tread. Act now. Take advantage of the greatest tire buy of the year! Thia offer expires midnight
July 4th.

M U N R O ’S S E R V I C E S T A T I O N
34 U N IO N ST.

T E L 8910

ROCKLAND

SAVE on TIRES
5 0 % SAVING
FOR A FEW DAYS O NLY

O N BIG H U S K Y
G E N U IN E N E W

GOODYEAR
TIRES

4.ia—
4.50-21 $ 7 .2 0
4.75—
5.68-1» 7 .4 5
5.25—
5.se-i» 8 .6 5
5.25—
5.50-17 9.E0
6.00-16 1 0 .35

Second
Tire
l'f»r

YOU
SAVE

$ 3 .6 0
3 .7 3
4 .3 3
4 .7 5
5 .1 8
6 .3 0

$ 3 .6 0
3 .7 2
4 .3 2
4 .7 5
5 .1 7

6.25—
6 .3 0
6JA-16 1 2 .6 0
Tnese! Prices Include Your Old Tires

YOU
SAVE
ON SET
OF 4

$ 7 .2 0
7 .4 5
8 .6 5
9 .5 0
1 0 .3 5
1 2 .6 0

B uy O n e Tire A t R egu lar Price
and Y o u G et Second T ire A t
H A L F PR IC E !
Real tire new s for you! For one h a lf the cost
of little-know n or off-brand “standard" tires,
you get the PATHFINDER, m ade and guar
anteed for life by GOODYEAR! Pathfinder
is a big tough tire with long-wearing centerliac'ion tread and bruise-resisting, blowoulprok ’ted plies of low gtrefch Supertwist Cord.
Dcn’t delay—these special prices are good
only until July 4th—so buy now for your Holi
day Trip!

COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION
P A R K ST.

C A R L O. BORGERSON
R O C K LA N D

We Hire A G uide

At a filling station Gonia got in
touch with the Chamber of Com
merce seeking the services of a
guide, but there was no immediate
promise of that service so we fared
forth bent on seeing what we could
see through the medium of hap
hazard ramblings.
Newark, N J., impresses the visi
Tills somehow did not meet my
tor as being one of the largest and approval so I hailed a citizen and
busiest cities on the Atlantic sea explained to him th a t we had a
board. Metuchen seems to be right few- hours to spend in his city and
proud that It has a Roosevelt Park. would like to have somebody tell us
A massivp bridge spans the Raritan where to go.
River, which In itself Is not espe
The citizen who proved to be D.
cially prepossessing, although well V. McLaughlin of 5714 Hasbrook
remembered by old seafarers like avenue, was hastening to a belated
Ed
| meal, but he was finally Induced to
Grain had been harvested in quite j go for an hour or so as a guide, and
a few fields, the golden stacks makproved to be admirably adaptlng an interesting picture for those ed for that service.
of us who had seen little or no sum
A Visit To Independence Hall
mer.
So away we sped, first to Inde
And presently we came upon pendence Hall, the shrine of patri
"Miss White" with her fine assort otism which nobody ever fails to
ment of orange, lemon and pine visit in Philadelphia. Our friend
apple beverages. In my opening informed us that the building would
installment I have already told you not be open at that hour, "but," he
the method they adopt out that way said, “you can see the famous Lib
for calling attention to the orange erty Bell through one of the rear
ade—a Sunkist orange resting on windows."
the top of a milk bottle which is
Cracked. But Awe-Inspiring
filled with orange slicings. De
Thither we went to find a guide
licious is scaroely a suitable word talking with a small group of tourfor It, although I had some which I ists, and their urging was success
was Just as good a t the Childs ful, for the guide unlocked the
booths on the World's Fair grounds. rear door, and we found ourselves

CONGRATULATIONS, HARRY

The Courier-Gazette desires to extend its felicitations to
Harry C. Webtoer, who has just observed the 50th anniversary
of his Introduction into the newspaper game. Mr. Webber has
been editor of the Bath Daily Times the past 22 years and has
done much to give the metropolis of Sagadahcc County a
paper in keeping with the city's importance.

FRATERNAL GREETINGS

Report O f Past
For the Local

We welcome today a new aspirant to journalistic honors
in the form of the Independent News, issued toy the Indepen
dent Publishing Corporation on Tuesdays and Fridays. The
initial number is a very creditable production It is printed in
tabloid form which with its five columns to a page is in marked
contrast to the old Free Press, Opinion and Tribune, and the
eight columns to a page, with which The Courier-Gazette is
now nearing the century mark. The managing editor Is J. E
Rawley, a former make-up man in the employ of The CourierGazette, and prior to that employed in the mechanical depart
ment of Biddeford and Augusta newspapers.

The Red Cross nursing report for
May shows that 43 patients were
given nursing care for the month,
and 131 nursing visits were made to
same. These cases were divided as
follows: Venereal diseases, tubercuI las is, pre and post natal, crippled
] children, and acute medical and
chronic cases; 39 children attended
Well Baby Clinic; three children
immunized for diphtheria; 188 visits
made to infant and pre-schools for
instruction—making a total of 319
visits for the month. Classroom In
spections were made in all the
grades and many children were
awarded the seven-point pin for
health. The Institute for Instruc
tion in Home Hygiene and Care of
the Sick was attended by the nurse.
This was held in Portland and was
conducted by Miss Anna Oring of
National Headquarters, Washington,
D C.

CLARK ISLAND SUICIDE
Medical Examiner H O Weisman cidc by shooting," was Dr. WeisI
was called to Clark Island at 10.45 man's verdict.
Johnson, a granite worker, was
last night to find that Lewis B
unemployed, and is reported to have
Johnson, 23, had committed suicide
been despondent for several weeks
by shooting.
on account of domestic troubles.
The weapon used was a 32 calibre
He was a son of Frank L. and
revolver.
Tlie bullet entered
Lucy E Johnson, and is survived
through the front of the chest I
by them, his wife Beverly and an
passing directly through the body, i
infant child.
resulting in instant death. “SuiThe body was taken in charge by
the Thomaston undertaking firm
of A D Davis Sc Son.

Cremo Ices and Homemade Pastry
Are Delicious

This Sounds Good

— AT—

Main’s Bakery
2 6 2 M ain St.,

Rockland

O P E N E V E N IN G S— S U N D A Y S

H O L ID A Y S
75’lt

W e H ave a Crew o f M en Q uarrying
W ELL C O V E R IN G S, C U L V E R T ST O N E
FL A G G IN G , ST O N E W A L K S , PO ST S,
M A R K E R S, ST O N E F O R FIR E PL A C E S
A n d Similar U ses
If you are in nerd of any of the above materials, this is the
tim e to place your order. We can quarry any this week.

JOHN MEEHAN & SON
AT CLARK ISLAND. TEL. ROCKLAND, 21-13
TENANT'S HARBOR. 56-13

75* It

A welcome announcement which
appeared in Thursday's issue that
work would start Monday in the St.
George Granite Co.'s quarry at Wild
cat. is followed today by the state
ment of Supt. Alfred C Hocking that
John Meehan & Son will put on 200
A Revolutionary Thriller
men at the Clark Island quarry on
Eventually we rode through Tren
the same day Things R.ok brighter. ton, N J , and hazily through our
minds crept the memory of how
i a man named Washington crossed
DANCING TONIGHT
I the Delaware on an errand which
! was regarded as of considerable im
portance to discouraged Colonists.
In DAMARISCOTTA
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
I t was Christmas Dav 1776 when
9 TO 1 D. S. T.
Gen Washington pulled his little
LLOYD RAFNELL
surprise party. With 2500 men he
and his GEORGIANS— 10 Pieces
rrossed the Delaware at 8 a m
No Parking Worries
66’S*75 from Pennsylvania to a point above
Trenton. After a forced march he
captured the entire Hessian force,
commanded by Col Rail
This
: battle did much toward turning the
A L L A R D ’S
! tide of the American Revolution.
Nearing Philadelphia one notes
two institutions which occupy
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
, prominent positions in their reO pen from Sun., June 2 5 | spective communities—a Shriners'
Hospital and "Mount Sholom." said
Serving
to be America's finest Jewish cemeLOBSTERS, FRIED CLAMS,
tery.
TOASTED SANDWICHES

LOBSTER POUND

First Impression of Philadelphia

Home Cooked Food

Lunches To Take Out
74*75

YOU HELP YOURSELF AND

USED CAR SALE

YOU HELP YOURSELF when you become a Depositor m the
Rockland Loan and Building Association because you get the
habit of systematic saving. There are. no haphazard methods
here. You deposit a fixed amount on the second Monday o f each
m onth. Your deposits are safe because they are invested here
a t home in first mortgages on the hom es of your neighbors and
friends. No better security can be found. Not a dollar of your
money goes out of Knox County.
YOU HELP YOURSELF because your investment returns you
an unusually good rate of interest. Our dividends have never been
less than 4% on running shares.
YOU HELP OTHERS because your money is loaned to people
in this vicinity to buy, build or improve their homes.
YOU HELP OTHERS because they find It easy to deal with
us. They pay no bonus or premium or discount. Interest is never
more than 6%, and expenses of making a loan are very moderate.
Your deposits may be as little as $1.00 per month or as much as
$40.00.
Find us at No. 18 School Street, and ask for more information.

18 SCHOOL STREET,

New Jersey's Fine Highway
gazing in awe upon the cracked bell
"White House Rest" is the name which symbolizes American lib
of an overnight establishment. I erty. The guide, as he had done
presume some of the patrons may on hundreds of occasions, launched,
spend a third term there.
with practiced oratory, upon the
I have already referred to the story of the Bell. The Liberty Bell,
splendid four-lane cement road be it known, no longer sw’ngs in
which starts on top of New Jersey j
gx^ifry, j>ut rests upon the ground
and goes right straight down into floor Where
wm probably remain
the bottom—and Philadelphia. A nti; through centuries to come. I conwhy shouldn’t this State have fine fess to a wild fleeting tendency to
cement roads, for It was New Jersey chip a piece of iron from the
which gave the late Frank H. cracked section as a souvenir, but
Smith, who was the first president having no desire to spend the rest
of the Lawrence Portland Cement of my years in a Federal Prison I
Company which established the resisted the impulse.
Thomaston plant.
The Independence Hall guide
One of the sights which attracts next escorted us Into the chamber
attention along the way is a large where the Declaration of Independ
tract of pines, pruned to different ence was signed and Indicated where
shapes and sizes. The pines are the famous participants sat.
presumably for sale, but much time
I ' t / u kad At First Ringing
and care must have been bestowed
Independence Hall was formally
upon them.
thrown open as a public historical
I rode for the first time under museum July 4. 1876 and Is open
a Pennsylvania Railroad sign, not to the public daily throughout the
ing that the clearance was 14 feet year, from 9 a m to 6 p. m. Includ
and 7 inches.
ing Sundays.

LAKEHURST .

GRANITE MATERIALS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
T E L 149

in disrepair, no dirt—instead broad
streets, with abundant foliage, and
scrupulously neat.

It is taking a long time to adjust affairs between France,
G reat Britain and Russia, and the negotiations indicate a
great degree of shrewdness and caution on the part of the
Soviet government. Meantime France has strengthened its
diplomatic relations with Turkey and the Democracies are
evidently on good ground with that nation.

YOU HELP OTHERS
Regular
Goodyear
Tire
Prim

(By The Roving Reporter—Third Installment)

EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY

C hapter
Regular
First Line
Tire Price

With “The Sleepy City” On One Side and Wide
Awake World’s Fair On the Other

Busy Red Cross
B ein g A
M onth

V olum e 9 4 ................... N um ber 75.

UNDER A RIVER AND OVER IT

I E D IT O R IA L )

St. John s Day Trip

FRANK A WINSLOW

■

THREE CENTS A COFT

R ockland, Maine, Saturday, June 24, 1939

ROCKLAND, MAINE
eoetf

Saturday
I ssue

1938 Chevrolet Master DeLuxe
Sport Sedan ...............
$649
1938 Plymouth DeLuxe Tour.
Sedan ....................................$649
1937 Plymouth DeLuxe Tour.
Sedan
.......................
$469
1937 Ford DeLuxe Sedan
$419
1936 Plymouth DeLuxe Tour.
Sedan ...................................... $449
1936 Plymouth Business S e 
dan ....- .................. - .............. $369
1936 Pontiac Business Coupe $349
1936 Chev. Business Coupe $359
1935 Terraplane 6, 2-Door
Sedan ..........- ................. ......$295
1935 Chevrolet Master Sedan $329
1934 Pontiac Coupe ........... $179
1933 Terraplane DeLuxe S e
dan ..........................................$225

E. 0 . Philbrook&Son
CHRYSLER Sc PLYMOUTH
SALES Sc SERVICE
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
74-75

My first visit to Philadelphia
tilled me with conflicting emotions.
If I had 'been touring Holland or
some other foreign country I should
have expected to see the curiously
designed dwellings which caught
my eye. Not, being an architect I
cannot describe for you the archi
tectural nature of the houses which
largely comprise the residential sec
tion of the “City of Brotherly
Love.” But there they stood in
long straight rows, very pleasing
to look upon, and decidedly differ
ent from any I had seen in the
course of 21,000 miles of travel
through
North eastern
United
States and Canada. I looked in
vain for any residences which re
sembled in the slightest those of
my home city
It was the supper hour—dinner, I
suppose they called it there—and
the occupants of the houses were
sitting comfortably upon the door
steps or lawns in the apparently
haippy frame of mind which
comes from a day's work done, and
such congenial surroundings. Dur
ing our brief stay in Philadelphia
I saw no slum sections, no houses

Besides this main central build
ing. two arcades connect It with
two two-story buildings called the
wings or Province Halls, and two
separate comer buildings, one Con
gress Hall, the other Old City Hall.
Congress Hall, erected In 1787 was
the scat of the United States Con
gress.
The Liberty Bell was originally
Imported from England in 1753 I t
was cracked a t th e first ringing
after its arrival, and recast In Phil
adelphia in the same year. On the
fillets around it were cast the pro
phetic words, "Proclaim liberty
throughout all the land unto all
the inhabitants thereof."
As wc emerged from the building
we were greeted with the salutation:
"Is there anything I can do for
you Maine fellows?"
To my everlasting regret I have
lost, the card handed to me by the
stranger, but he was formerly of
Portland and a son of the late
George W Norton who was for
many years editor of the Portland
Express. We thanked him most
cordially for his offer which would
have been gladly accepted but fo r
having already secured a guide.
Giving "PhiUy" th e Once Over

The ensuing tour, after leaving
Independence Hall, gave us an op(Continued o n Pture F ive)

Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read aoana
poetry and listen to aome musto a t
least once a week The loaa of these
tastes Is a loaa of happlneaa.—Ghariee
Darwin
WHO AM IT
I am the kiss on the lipa of flowera
The silver aeroea the lawn
I m In the rainbow of afternoon
And I hold the tlnta of dawn
I touch the maiden's cheek with
Anri my arms along the sky
Colour the rtae and set of aun
As the winds tall gently by

roea

I am the stark gray hand of death
W hre surf Ir flying high
Of all the perils a sailor knows
The greatest of all. - am I
I am the curtain of mountain side*
The blanket of moor and bog
I have the softest hands that are:

I am the drifting TOO.

—Ho Rum

Every-Otber-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 24, 1939

P age T w o

Twflight League

The Courier-Gazette

Proud of Community Yacht Club

t h r e b - t im k s - a - w e e k

Trust In the Lord with all thine
heart; and lean not unto thine own
understanding. In all thy ways ac
knowledge Him and He shall direct
tiiy paths. Prov. 3: 5. 6.

Coming Games

Sunday. June 25
Rockland at
Camden; St. George at Thomaston;
Warren at Rockport.
Tuesday. June 27—Thomaston at
Camden; Rockland at W arren;
Rockport at St. George.
Wednesday, June 28—Camden at
St George: Rockport at Rockland;
Warren at Thomaston.
Friday, June 30—Camden at Rock
port; Thomuston at Rockland; St
George at Warren.
• • • •
Warren 15. Thomaston 11
The W arren Tigers were victori
ous In a home game played Wed
nesday night with the Thomaston
locals, the score at the end of a sixinning game standing at 15 to 11.
The feature of tire game was the
heavy hitting of Barlow and A.
Robinson, each of whom made a
double and a triple. Matson also
collected two doubles and a single
Warren did not walk a man.

Capt. Baker’s Visit
A Former Rockland High
School Athlete 2 2 Years
In Steam Service
Capt William F. Baker, who went
away from Rockland soon after his
graduation from the High School in
1908, lias been revisiting his old home
for a few days, and calling upon his
mother, Mrs. F. J. Baker, who is in
ill health at her home in Thomaston.
With Capt Baker came his friend.
John Severn, also of Bridgepoit,
Ccnn., who was looking the market
over for a couple of suitable boats.
Capt Baker took a prominent part
in athletics during his four-years'
course in Rockland High School, be
ing a member of the baseball and
football teams Since those halcyon
The Rockland Community Yacht
days terra flrma has known but Club held its annual meeting Thurs
little of hint, as he has been steam day night with the largest atten
boating for 22 years. His last com
dance in years, and a display of in
mand was the S. S. Santa Cecelia, of
terest which augurs well the con
which he was master ten years.
He then took command of the tinued success of the institution.
Diesel yacht Carollta, and guided its These officers were elected:
destinies for five years in the waters
Commodore—Stafford M Congof Long Island summers and in don.
Florida waters during the winter.
Vice Commodore and Port CapAnd then came the sensational
tuln—Capt John O Snow.
suicide of the yacht's owner. F. D
Coster, and the scandal which shook Secretary and Treasurer—Dr Ru
the financial world involving Cos pert L. Stratton.
ter’s three brothers whom Capt. House Committee — Joshua N.
Southard. Stafford M Congdon and
Baker knew as Dietriches
Like almost everybody else in the Capt John O Snow
world. Capt. Baker was in absolute Directors—E. K Leighton, L. K.
ignorance of the scandal which was Green. Sr . M B Perry. C. H Berry,
brewing “It was one of the finest E. R Veazie. H C. Cowan. L. W.
groups of men I ever met," he told Fickett, A. A. Stanley. Rockland,
The Courier-Oazette reporter yes and Ouy Lermond and Arthur E.
terday. "Anybody would have fallen McDonald, Thomaston
Racing Committee—L. K Green,
for them."
Capt. Baker at the present time is Jr., George Shaw, Gordon Crowley,
unattached, but will probably not Robert Hills. William A. Glover. J r .
long remain so, as he has been 20 Earle Biclunore. Fred P Haskell.
years without a shipping mishap and [ Lawrence Lord. Merton Haskell and
is regarded as one of the best skip IClinton Fickett.
Ardie Johnson remains for his
pers on the coast. He also holds the
rating of Lieutenant Commander in seventh year as steward, a position
which he has held with marked ef
the Naval Reserves.
ficiency. His assistant this year will
be Maurice McKusick.

' Rhythm Revelers

Warren

ab r bh po
3 2 0 1
3 3 10
3 3 17
3 4 2 7
4 1 3 0
3 1 1 0
4 0 2 1
3 0 0 2
3 1 1 0
—
29 15 11 18
1 homaston 1
ab r bh po
Simpson, ss
.5 2 3 2
E Robinson; 3b
4 10 0
D Sawyer, c ...... . 4 0 1 G
Cottrell, l b ......... 4 0 1 5
Barlow, cf, If. p . 4 2 2 0
Estes, If. i f .
3 2 2 0
Tabbutt, rf ........ 4 1 1 1
Staples. 2b ........ 4 1 1 0
Upham, p. cf .... 4 2 2 1
— — ------36 11 13 15
Warren,
204 3 8
Thomaston,
040 2 4
Winning pitchers Robbins and
Matson. Losing, Upham and Barlow Umpires, Buck and Durrell.

Adams ss ...........
Stone. 3b ...........
Watts, lb
Robinson, c .......
Matson, rf, p .... .
Spear, cf ..... ....
Davts, If ............
Carter. 2b
Robbins, p. rf

N ew F eatures and E xciting
H ighligh ts Marked Last
N ight’s R ev u e
The "Rhythm Revelers' Revue,"
full of new features and exciting
highlights, was presented last night
in the High 6chcol auditorium,
with nearly a full house applauding
to the echo the exceptionally w?.l
done dance numbers by the pup.!s
of Miss Florence L. Molloy.
Greeting In a "bon solr" seng with
- By Tile Courier-Oazette.
Virginia Manning, Sherwln Foibus,
Th e It o ik la n d H ig h School g o lf tr a m — “cham peens" if yo u please.
Ralph Stone, Bcbby McIntosh and
Alan Wilkie opened the show that
all of this year's graduating class at
C U S H IN G
brought in quick succession exper t
Haivard, were at Gray House a few
Mr. and Mrs. G. A Robbins are days the past week, returning Sattapping by Virginia Chapman. Sherwin Foibus, Mary Jean Lakeman. entertaining three student nurses urda* to Cambridge for baccalaure
Alan Wilkie and Barbara New be. t. from Columbia Hospital, New York ate services Sunday and graduating
"Medley of Taps" saw Miss Molloy
Mrs Merritt Edson and sons Aus exercises this week. Mr. Wheelock
making her appearance to a re tin and Robert who with Major Ed will have employment in Fitchburg
sounding welcome, her smooth son, have recently returned from a this summer and will return to Hardancing winning favor. She also two years' stay in Shanghai, China jvaid Medical School this fall. His
appeared in a clever wcoden shoe are guests of her parents Mr and j parents Rev. and Mrs. Wheelock
tap with Ralph Stone.
Mrs. G. A Robbins. While in China, witli his sister Carol are to arrive
"Milady's Boudoir" introduced a they witnessed many of the horrors. later for a summer's stay at Gray
novel scene in part two. From a of war. Major Edson it now sta House.
hat box rose dainty Nadine Fuller, tioned in Washington, D. C. where
Mrs. Lillian Baton of Worcester,
giving an understanding interpre he will be joined by Mi's. Edson and Mass., has been guest a t Pilot Point
tation of a ballet, her fast stepping sons. Before leaving China. Major the past week. Mrs Bailey's mother
tap being equally well done. Bar Edson was tendered many honors. Mrs. Elsie Wilson is now her guest
bara Newbert, as a doll, turned in among which was that of the Royal motoring here with friends from
an ace performance in an acrobatic Air Force group, which presented Auburn, where she attended the
number, and her trapeze stunting him with a silver beer tankard, as 53th reunion of her high school
in the finale was super.
a departing gift. Major Edson is class.
Stepping from a powder box, little a member of the Fourth Regiment
Joan Slader, made a darling powder U. S. Marine Corps and fills a re
Wa r r e n
puff in her song and dance. The sponsible position in Washington.
maids, Oloria Studley. Arlene Cross D. C. His family was obliged to
New School Appointments
and Beverly Manning, joined with leave Shanghai a t a minute's no
Two important teacher changes
the butlers, Sherwin Porbus, Ralph tice. leaving all their effects, except have been made for the coming
Stone and Alan Wilkie for a rhyth tneir clothing and going to an island school year. Mrs T. V Mitiiews,
mic turn. "Milady Herself" was in the Pacific where they remained who has retired after 3G years of
Cynthia Brown giving a toe dance. for several weeks. Major Edson fell service will be replaced by Miss
Tiny members of the company, very ill, whereupon his family was Evelyn Sawyer who taught tlie past
Shirley Anne Nelson and Dianne permitted to return to him.
year a t Highlands school
Mrs
McAuliffe were adorable, singing
Mrs. Evelyn Lufkin is visiting . Mathews started iier teaching caand dancing with perfect ease frieiids in Rockland and Mr- James reer immediately after graduation
Dianne's solo nunfber, "Confection" Seavey is with friends in Mt. George in 1894, frail Die local high school,
was Just that. Another catchy for a few days.
and has taught at Vaughan's Meek.
number was "When Pa Was C ourt
Mr. and Mrs Emery Hart of , Stone, South Warren. Spear Town,
ing Ma” sung and danced by Ver- Portland were guests Tuesday at W and Highlands as well as grammar
onla and Charlotte Murphy, their G. Maloney's. Mr. Hart's sister school.
eccentric tapping drawing many a Mrs. Maude Davis remains a visitor i Miss Sawyer is a graduate of
laugh. "The Chain Gang" with I there, but plans to return to Vinal Warren High School, Gorham Nor
Virginia Chapman, Ralphle Stone haven to attend the Sesqui-Centen mal School, and taught for sev
and Sherwin Forbus was a novelty, nial celebration.
eral years in Glastonbury. Conn,
the three being firmly chained to
Misses Florence Stevens and Jac- She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
each other.
Bobby McIntosh, quelin Lockhart of Cochituate, Mass, H. D. Sawyer.
smiling good naturedly. gave a little are guests of Miss Stevens aunt. Mrs.
Because of the resignation of
"Tapology" followed by Justin George Vannah.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin of Kenne
Cross, Arlene Cross and Gloria
Newton S treet and family Lave bunkport as assistant a t the High
Studley in tapping solos.
arrived at their cottage for the School, which position she has held
With ttie New York World's Fair summer.
since 1935. the vacancy has been
symbol In the background, the
Prof, and M rs. Oliver W atts of filled by Miss Katherine L. Coffin
finale took place "at the fair" and Madison. Wis. were callers Tuesday of Ashland, a graduate this June
encore numbers were given, Includ Iat Mrs. Laura Flinton's. before go- j of Colby College. She was graduing the trapeze act, an excellent ing to Monhegan for the summer, ated from Ashland High in 1934,
rhumba tap by Nadine Fuller and They also called at William Me- anti after one year at the Ricker
Alan Wilkie and other tap dances. ;Namara's. where they camped for Junior College in Houlton, she
Sight seeeing were Ralph Stone and Iseveral seasons, and which was then j transferred to Colby.
his partner Gloria Studley, star per Taylor's Point.
During her college course she was
formers. Then, homeward bound
Mrs Frank Duchette is entertain- actively associated with the N.Y.A
saw the group on a train waving ing her mother, two sisters and a project. She Is an accomplished
happily, wiiile Miss NJolloy was pre brother-in-law of Connecticut at pianist. Miss Goodwin and Bradley
sented with a bouquet of roses.
the home of Dr Benson.
: Pipkin of Safety Harbor, Fla., and
Pretty costumes, in all colors of
Mrs. Hcmer Marshall who has Warren were married today at a
the rainbow, made the settings, to been ill, with a nurse Mrs. Helen 4 o'clock ceremony a t the Congregagether with the valuable accom Hahn of Thomaston in attendance, tional Church in Kennebunkport,
1account to follow in a later issue
panying of the orchestra, composed is somewhat improved.
of (Mrs. Abbie Folland at the piano.
Frank Wheelock Jr., of Spring____________
Levi Flint at the drums and G a field. Mass Waddill Catching of
Social tact is making your com
briel Winehenbaugh playing the Lake Placid. N. Y. and Rob.nson pany feel at home, even though you
Leroy Bidwell of Lexington. Me wish they were.
violin.
High quality entertainment by
youngsters, under the guidance o f ,
their teacher, deserved the willing
praise and appreciation shown by ,
the audience i t the close of the
curtain.

The retiring commodore. Joshua i credit for the present day conditions
N. Southard steps aside after 12 at the Public Landing—conceded to
years of service His persistence and ) be one of the finest from Miami to
Eastport.
And that was Commodore South
ard's ambition. He wanted to see
a public landing which would be a
convenience to yachtsmen and the
many hundreds of small boats which
come here in the run of a season.
It was through his personal efforts
that the sum of $7(jo was raised
among summer residents, and
turned over to tlie city to be used
in the construction of the cement
and steel structure now found on
the Southend waterfront.
Within a few days as already de
scribed in this paper, there has been
put in place a new 50-foot landing
float, good for many years.
The clubhouse is in fine condition
and an ornament to the waterfront,
surrounded by attractive grounds
which are the evaluation of an un
sightly wreck-bestrewn beach. It is
well lighted, and has telephone serv
Ending a long nervier as ( ommo- ice and many other conveniences
durr. Joshua N. Southard is entitled which are highly appreciated by
to everybody's thanks fur fine work strangers. The keepers are undedone.
instructions to see that everything
is maintained in first class con The following organization was
energy pulled the club through dition.
presented by the six teams:
Rockland
many dark days, and to him, more
Tlie yacht club is open front 7 a.
than anybody else belongs the m. to 11 p. m.
Manager—Frank Wlnchenbaugh.
Director—Basil H Stinson.
Umpire—Dewey Tripp
Players—Thompson l.a Crosse,
A t the Arts, C rafts A n 
i French Welch. Billings. Annis, Pe<tique Show , V inalhaven’s
erson. Makinen. Schelm, Frank
Sesqui-C entennial
i Winehenbaugh, Carr. Gross. G ardS p ecia list Use* Mule', To Control ! ner, Drinkwater, Fred WinchenChairman Andrew Cassie of the
Ibaugh
Weeds
Arts and Crafts and Antique Show
Rockport
"How
can
I
control
weeds
in
my
at Vinalhaven reports the work of
Manager—G. Starr.
garden without work?" a writer
listing and placing on exhibition
Director—James Miller.
the may exhibits is progressing fa
asked Oscar L. Wyman, assistant
Umpire—Graffam.
vorably Among these exhibits is
extension crops specialist. Univer
Players—O. Starr. Woodward,
the famous Ulmer Smith collection
sity of Maine. Mr Wyman couldn't Men ill. Bohndeil. Ladd. Milker. Donof Indian relics, considered one of
answer that question, but he did dis. Mondean, Lofman. S. Sandthe finest private collections in
tell
her how to control weeds with bloom. B Sandbloom, Turner, McNew England, and taken almost
less work—the way he does himself. Ed wards.
Ihom aslon
Mr. Wyman's own method is to
Manager—Carl Cottrell.
hoe and cultivate his garden faith
—By The Courler-flszcurDirector—E R. Biggers.
Rockland's “flnrsl" all good fellow s an d d epen dable.
fully until about the middle of June
Umpire—Condon.
or a little later; then he spreads
Players—D Sawyer, H. Sawyer.
will be the best ever shown in V inal-'
over it a layer of hay of poor qual
Woodcock.
Felt. Robinson, Simpson,
ity two or three Inches thick as
haven among them some rare dishes
Barlcw. A. Upham, Moody. R. Up
a
mulch.
He
cuts
the
hay
early
so
brought from England over 203
th a t he can use it early and so that ham. Gray, Tewksbury. Robbins,
years ago. a gun carried by Archi
It will not contain ripened weed E:tes, Bucklin.
bald McMullen during the Revolu
Warren
seeds
tionary VTbr. the ballot box used in '
Manager—Watts.
The hay mulch does three things:
the first town meeting held In
Director—Halllgan.
John Barnard of Eliot has set a It saves labor in controlling weeds;
Vinalhaven. and some old spinning
Players—Newbert. Jealous, Adams,
it
preserves
the
moisture
in
the
soil
peach orchard cl 4C0 trees this year.
wheels th a t used to grace the p a r - 1
Davis, Stone, L. Robinson. A. Rob
for
the
use
of
the
plants;
and
when
lor of some of the old Vinalhaven There are several other peach or
plowed under it provides humus and inson. Spear, Mattson, Robbins,
homesteads. Some interesting and chards in York• County.
• • •
plant food for next year's vege Watts. Cornell, Makinen. Carter,
rare docuents can be seen, signed J
Stewart. Averill, Buck, Persult
Statisticians say sales of mail tables.
by John Hancock. There will also be
Any weeds that show after the Browne
shown a collection of rare old Pais order houses as a greup come about
Kt. George
mulch
Is applied may be pulled, or
ley shawls, many of which have an i 65 percent from urban and 35 per
M anager—George Nichols.
cent from rural sources, and the so- I they may be tucked under the
interesting background.
Director—Henry K. Allen.
called urban sales are centered mulch and smothered iA st year's
The show will be open daily from
Umpire—Monaghan.
largely in small and medium-sized hay or straw, or even lawn clip
900 a. m. to 9 p. m. except
Players—C. Mackie, Wiley, W.
And has Andrew Cassie been busy?
pings, may be used for mulching.
communities.
during the main events of the
Mackie,
I Simmons. Dowling. Kulju,
•
•
•
•
We'll Say
Celebration. As only about 100 peo
Kinney, Peterson, Hawkins. Milks.
Milk profits next winter may be
MORE ABOUT YOUR GARDEN
ple can be accommodated comfort affected by the time when hay is cut
M. Wiley, Lowell, Smith, Johnson.
wholly from Vinalhaven and sur
ably a t one time the public is re this summer. Early-cut hay has the
rounding islands. This will be aug
For lo, the winter is past, the rain Auld.
quested to watch for the best op highest feeding value, and feed costs
Camden
mented by nieces for other collec
is over and gone; the flowers appear
portunity to get in to see the ex are reduced if the herd gets a good
Director—Lee Dickens.
tors in the town.
on the earth, the time of the singing
hibits.
portion of their proteins from for of birds is come! And the garden Umpire—Joe Leonard.
R. W. Stewart of Rockland is to
age instead of from more cosily con lovers go forth with hearts full of Players—Dionne, Yates, G. Boyn
exhibit his handmade miniature
centrates.
joy to make of the earth a heaven ton, Jr., Dunbar, Richards, Ben
circus, a work that took many years
Read The Courier-Gazette
of beauty. TLs a noble cause. nett, Heald. Wheeler, Ford, Dailey,
of labor and has won high praise
Bright visions fill their minds and Dougherty, H. Boynton, McFarland,
at other exhibits. Also on exhibi
souks with determined exertion, Falrbrother.
tion will be the scale model of the
pledge is taken within themselves
coast of Maine with its shore line
to stand up against fog and ram, white, red and yellow butterflies en
and lighthouses in action, the prop
(Eastern Standard Time)
mid-day sun’s scalding heat, black shrouding their innumerable twigs.
erty of the Maine Development
flies and mosquitoes all for the sake Next the charm of iris and early lilS W A N ’S ISLA N D LINE
Commission and previously exhibit
STEAMER NORTH IIAVEN
of their ideals in perfecting the flor lles in blue, red and white. Then
ed over the State. There a-e about
Effective June 20 tu September 15, Inclusive
al growth freely manipulating the comes the period for planting an
25 ship models ranging from that
R ead D ow n
sulphur gun and the pyrethruin nuals. and if one wishes for beauty
of the old fashioned ‘pinkie’ to the
D A IL Y
D A IL Y
E X C E P T f lL 'N D A Y
E X C E P T S l'N D A Ysprayer dealing death to red spider In August and September, much
modern "Queen Mary' along with
S U N D A Y O NLY
S U N D A Y O NLY
and woe to plant louse and leaf hop careful thought must go into this
some of the famous old clipper ships
A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.P.M.P.M.
period of gardening. Kee.p this gen
pers.
like the Red Jacket, the Flying
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.3b
4.30 2.15 8.00 L v . R O C K L A N D ,
eral thought, the gardens that
All
this
is
a
part
of
the
day’s
work
Cloud and that ill-fated ship the
10.55
G.00
4.35
Ar.
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. N O R T H H A V E N .
Ar. <1.50 5.0(1 3.25
and watchful culture for rare joys blocm in the summer owe more than
Royal Tar.
6.50 4.40 10.20 L v . S T O N IN G T O N .
8.45
2.15
Lv.
7.50
n.:to A r. S W A N 'S IS L A N D .
of the morrew. One glance at the anything else to the proper work
Some of the exhibits of fine old
Read Up
books on gardens and flower cul done in the spring months. Do it
hooked rugs are made from wool
K. S. F
ture in the library and one finds now.
grown on the island and hand spun
V IN A L H A V E N LINE
them
to
be
much
used.
Beauty
in
into yarn many years ago. Many a
STEAM ER W. S. WHITE
Dr. J. H. Hawkins, of the Maine
the back yards is no haphazard
collector will eye these rugs long
Read Down
Agricultural
Experiment Station,
business. Personality comes into
Dally ,. s,
ingly, for some of them are quite
Daily . . Daily .
Except 4 - 3
Except
ExceptS-'
warns
th
at
there
may be another
garden
work.
Every
temperament
is
valuable. There are many items in
Kat. & <e£ J
Sat. 4 * 6 Sun. z Sun.
Sun.
“
shown in the planting and design or outbreak of army worms in some
the hand worit and fancy work, di
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
layout of many garden beds and parts of the State this year. Farm
vision with crocheted articles,
Ar 9.45 11.45 5.30
5.00'8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
paths, greenswards and rock effects ers will profit by keeping close
patchwork quilts, and all the dtfler| 9.05
Lv. N O R T H H A V E N ,
I
!
Through the spring months glori watch, and if they find army worms
I.v. 8 30 10.30 4.15
G.I5 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
en t things to bring joy to a wom
Read
Up
ous
bulbs give of their brilliant bios in unusual numbers, notify the
an's heart. Many of these will be
*
New
York
train
connection
Saturday
only.
soms
and numerous shrubs are county agent or the Experiment
for sale.
75-tf
bursting into bloom like swarms ol Station at Orono.
The collection of antique articles

League Officers

Will Be Much To See

Home Garden

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

I

SUNDAY EXCURSION JUNE 25

GOOD
USED CARS

A N D E V ER Y S U N D A Y H E R E A F T E R

13

1 9 3 9 P lym ou th C oupe
1 9 3 8 C hevrolet Sedan
1 9 3 8 C h ev. T n. Sedan
1 9 3 7 Ford Coupe
1 9 3 7 D o d g e Sedan
1 9 3 6 C hevrolet Sedan
1 9 3 6 D od ge Coupe
1 9 3 5 P lym ou th Sedan
1935
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930

C hevrolet C ou p e
P lym ou th C oach
Pontiac Sedan
C hevrolet C oach
C hevrolet C oach
B u ick Sedan

A C h oice o f 5 0 O thers
CONVENIENT TERMS

T O V IN A L H A V E N , N O R T H H A V E N ,
ST O N IN G T O N A N D S W A N ’S ISL A N D
S T M R S . N O R T H H A V E N A N D W . S . W H IT E
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in 'he late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Pcnobsctt Bay Islands. APPLY K ilt FARES AT WHARF.
78Stf

ROCKLAND

Seed Sown Here
Falls In Fertile

WANTED
FIRST M O R T G A G E L O A N S
GN IM P R O V E D R E A L E S T A T E

C O L L A T E R A L LO A N S

Soil, Insuring a
Bountiful Harvest

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 18G8. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

27Stf

P a g e Three
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Every-O ther-D ay

Big Shots Here

TALK OF THE TOWN
•‘COMING EVENTS CAST THEIS
SHADOWS BEFORE”

NAZARENE TENT MEETINGS

Red Jacket D ay T o Be A ug.;

June 27 —Vinalhaven
Alumni ban
quet and ball
July 4 Independence Day.
July 26 Thomaston—Annual summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Aim 2-5 —Rockport— Regatta-Sports
men's Show.
Aug. 9 Owls Head— Church Fair at
Library building
Aug. 17 —Warren Annual mid-sum
mer concert at Baptist Church
Aug. 17—Reunion (25th) Class 1914
R H.8. at Rockledge Inn.
Aug. 22 Rockport-School ol Instruc
tion. O ES.
Aug. 2 3 -Owls Head—Grange lair.

28— A
Plans
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The famous name "Red Jacket"
Smith as the leaders. The people's
will come into its nautical own
SERMONETTE
evening service will open a t 7.30
again Aug. 28 when for a second
with
a 15-minute organ recital by
Religion Not on Decline
time a super-ship of that name will
Miss Smith who will also sing in a
HI
displace Penobscot Bay waters.
trio arrangement with Miss Lillian
The Liberty magazine Is not a
There have been other Red Jackets,
Joyce and Miss Gladys O rant.
religious journal, but in Mr.
but the original clipper and her
There
will be a selection by tlie
Reeds article, it Is presenting
huge cargo carrier namesake of
The male quartet of Eastern Naz- weeks, are scheduled for Sundays at facts, unanswerable and invalu choir. Mr. MacDonald will speak
Elks meeting Monday night, No
1939 are “the'' two.
on the subject “W hat We G et Out
arene College, Wollaston, Mass., will 3 and 7.30 p. in. The (public Is in able, to religious people.
supper.
A meeting of the general com
Of It." This service will last sixtyassist in the opening of the Naza- vited to all services.
After stating the grand total
mittee was held yesterday at the
three minutes. D.V.BB. each day
rene tent meetings Sunday at 3 p. m.
The
quartet
personnel
Is
made
up
Prank M. Tibbetts is having his
of
adults
and
children
already
Chamber of Commerce office witli
next week from 9-1130.
Tlie
location
is
Broadway
and
of students lrom Maine, Rhode enrolled in tlie various church
annual vucation from the Post Office
- By Tlie Courier-Gazette.
representatives of many civic and
Pleasant
street.
The
new
wing
of
the
State
Prison
approaching
completion.
Island,
New
York
and
Tennessee
meantime chaperoning a new but
organizations, he finds beside
patriotic organizations in atten
"Cluistian Science" is the suhRev. John Wallace Ames, pastor George Dixon. Douglass Fisk, Rich that, “There are nearly 30.009.coming garden?
dance. Rough plans for tlie big
1
Ject
of thp Lesson-Sermon that will
Rev. Herman R. Winehenbaugh
celebration were discussed and a of the Church of the Nazarene in ard Hawk, and Vesy Stemm. respec 090 infonnal adherents bound by
be
read
in all churches of Christ.
tively.
They
were
in
Union
for
a
The Smith House, 39 Park street will preach a t the Baptist Church
traditions to one or another ol
program committee appointed in Union and Nortli Waldobcro, wUl
Scientist, on June 25. The Golden
service
Wednesday
evening
and
were
be
the
preacher.
Tlie
services
is resplendent in a coat of fresh in Warren tomorrow morning.
the
great
faiths
which
would
cluding Mayor Veazie, Herbert R
Text Is: "Sing, O lieavens; and be
paint, the new color scheme being
bring the total of Teligious ponuMullin, Alan F McAlary and John which will continue for several well received.
ioyful. O tarth ; and break forth into
The automobile registration of
cream and deep tan.
lation of America to over 90.000 M. Richardson.
singing, O mountains; for tlie Lord
fice will be closed from Saturday
000
people,
70
percent
of
all."
By unanimous vote Capt John G
hath comforted his people, and will
Arrivals at Peyler's wharf Thurs noon, July 1 to Wednesday morning,
And this without reckoning the
Snow
of the famous deep • water j
day: Mishawaka, 7000 pounds; July 5.
vast congregation of radio. C er have mercy upon his afflicted”
Snows was made general chairman |
(Isaiah 49: 13). Tlie citations from
Alettiu J , 20.000; Louis J. Thebaud.
tainly then, religion Is not on tlie
Miss
N
orm
a
Philbrick
T
op
s
List
O
f
C
om
m
ittees
T
o
of the Red Jacket Day celebration j
the Bible contain the following
1500 gallons of scallops.
Lieut. Commander R. C. Jewell,
decline.
and received an ovation when he I In the G regory E ssay
Function A t G arden Club
pussages; ■”L<?t thy mercies come
formerly in command of the Maine
Mr. Reed says, "Tlie chief sur
took the chair.
The opening games of the Knox Inshore Patrol, later assigned to the
also unto me. O Lord, even thy sal
C ontest
Federation
M
eeting
prise
in
these
figures,
is
the
Among the many activities for
Twilight League will be played Sun Coast Guard Cutter Algonquin, has
vation according to thy word”
status
of
the
Protestant
Church.
the big day it is certain that visits
It Is the interesting and construc
Mrs. William Ellingwood Is gen
day afternoon at 3 o'clock—Rock been transferred to Juneau, Alaska,
(Psalms 119:41).
to the monster ship, a cruise on her tive custom cf Gregory's Clothiers, eral chairman of the Garden Club Evpryone knows the strength of
land at Camden, St. George at where he will command the Hardh
the
Catholic
Church,
and
of
tlie
under speed, a banquet, a grand
Thomaston and Warren at Rockport
to sponsor an historical essay con Federation committees for next; Jewish congregations, but tlie
dance and Red Jacket Day speak
The schedule for the first two weeks
week's State convention in Camden
E. B Johns of Portland will con
opinion lias been wide spread
ers will be featured, among them test in Rocklmd High School. In The complete list follows:
appears elsewhere.
duct the Sonotone Service Center I
that Protestanttsm in America
tlie 1939 race for first honors, Miss
many
national
figures.
Dress
in
old
Hostess Committee—Mrs. E. Stew was on the down grade."
a t Mrs. Carl Cassens, 168 Camden
W orld’s
Largest
Circus
Norma
Philbrick,
daughter
of
Mr.
time costume, a Red Jacket relic
In Municipal Court Thursday
art Orbeton, chairman; Mrs. E. A.
St. June 26. All those who are hard
I
do
not
know,
of
course,
where
and
Mrs.
R.
E.
Philbrick,
Chestnut
W
ith
A
ir
C
ooled
T
op
and
William McConnell of Owls Head of hearing are invited. For details
exhibition and a reunion of Red
Robbins, Mrs. Robert Miller, Mrs. Mr Reed obtained Ills figures
.' treet, was successful and her essay
was given a .suspended fine of $10
Jacket
builders
and
sailors'
des
Donald Fuller. Mrs. E. J. Hellier, but I am sure tliat anyone pos
Thrills G alore
write Howard W Beale, Friendship
follows. Essays by Virginia Bowley
and costs for the slaying a dog on
cendants are proposed.
Mrs. Arthur Dummer, Mrs. Leon sessing a this years W orlds
or inquire at Corner Drug Store.
Dr. R. L. Emery's premises June 18.
A children’s contest open to all and Erleen Cates, other prize win Dodge, Mrs. Clyde Holmes, M rs.'
With the world's, largest “big top”
Almanac will find them approxi
He was placed on probation for
the
youngsters of the coastal area ners will follow.
Sumner Sewall, Mrs. Richard Elliot. I mately in agreement, lie place.. air conditioned and restyled in In
The arrival and departure of the
six months. County Attorney Bur New York train marks tlie only
terior decorations, the HL; Show—
Ex-Mayor E L Brown was down will offer generous prizes for the
Concert—Mrs. E. J. Cornells.
I h e Beginning of the Republic
"The church of Rome's adult
rows for the State; G B Butler for change in the Maine Central tune town yesterday looking surprisingly best essay and the best drawing of
Ringling
Bros, and Barnum <k Bailey
Patroness
Committee—Mrs.
How
At the close of the Revolutionary
communicants a t nearly 16.000 the respondent.
combined circus—.boasting the finest
ard
Appollonio,
chairman;
Mrs.,
table this summer. This train a r- I well after his long illness and hos- the grand old clipper.
War, sometimes called the W ar of
009, the Jewish at nearly 3,000.performance in the finest setting in
rives at 7.35 standard time Wed- pital experience. He was carrying a
Independence, America was in an Richard Elliot, Mrs. W. O. Fuller, I 000, but the Evangelical Protes
An invitation has been accepted
|
its impressive history as the foreMrs.
Edmund
Rothwell,
Mrs.
E.
B.
nesday, Thursday Friday and Sat- cane, which, however was taken
unbelievable state of corruption.
tants, taken as a group, outnum
by Ruth Mayhew Tent, DU.V. to
I most amusement institution of all
Denny,
Miss
Mary
Pelham
Hill,
1
urday and leaves a t 6 20 standard along more as a precaution. Like
_____
I There was no stable union, no orber the Jews by ten to one. anti
spend a day at tlie home of Mrs.
time. Wednesday. Thursday, Fri- j many others who have been in seri- I V iolinist O f International tanized authority, and no central Mrs. James B Perkins, Mrs Maine the Catholics by more tlian two time, will exhibit in Portland. July 8.
Irene Winslow in Freedom, some
Gargautua the Great, the giant
tells.
day. Saturday and Sunday
ous condition. “Ed'' learned how
to one; Evangelical Protestants
r
rr d i
A
p
I =overiunenttime in August, the date to be a n 
.
j m a n y frie n d s h e h a d . " T h e E d u - j
gorilla,
is thic» aeasrjn displayed in
Decoration
Committee—
Mrs.
A.
R.
’
r anie I o Play A t Cam- T))e jea<jers of the country, realiz31.303,214; Roman Catholics. 14,nounced. Mrs. Winslow is a past
the world's largest traveling me
Benedict,
chairman;
Mrs.
G.
W.
"Pretty good stu n t” writes W. T tutor," a magazine to which he has:
den O pera H ouse
I ng that something must be done
797.479; Jewish Congregations,
president ol the Tent and during
nagerie. As an adjunct to the me
Guptill of Winslow's Mills referring ' been a frequent contributor, noted j
------immediately, called a convention to Grfbbel, Mrs. Rexford Daniels, Mrs. 2.930,232 and tlie others a t 2,her absence from tlie city has been
nagerie. a horse tent, displaying in
to a recent item in this paper re- the fact of his illness and suggested I Zlatko Balokovic, internationally ' lx, bcjd at Annapolis in September Pearl Willey, Miss Anne Alden, Mrs. 005A24."
greatly missed by members of the
decorated stalls the 70 Kentucky
J. Edward Elliot, Mrs. J. A. Jame- j
garding
1700
pounds
of
squash
■
that
its
contribution
drop
a
line
to
famed
violinist,
and
his
wife,
have
11788
of
the
limited
attenThese are unbiased, reliable equine beauties.
allied G.A.R. orders.
son,
Mrs.
Carl
Sonntag.
Mrs.
M.
R.
which h? raised from 13 seeds one "who has been so good to us.'' arrived at their summer home in dance, very little was accomplished
figures from a forward looking
Performances sta rt a t 2.15 and
A 15-minute organ recital will be ' But'’ he continues I prefer you , The result was a stack of mail Camden for the season They are at this meeting except to call an Pillsbury, Mrs. Maude Smith, Mrs. secular magazine. Religion is
8.16, with tlw new streamlined in
Clinton
Ferguson,
Mrs.
Norman
to
go
easy
in
th
e
future
unless
you
which
a
bushel
basket
would
scarcereceiving
a
doubly
warm
welcome
as
given a t the opening of the evening
not on the decline.
other convention on February 21,
augural spectacle "Tlie World Comes
Hodgdon.
they were absent from the summer 1787.
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to the World’s F air.' created, cos
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due
to
a
European
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Sunday by Miss Jessie Smith, a stu
The legislative department of
tumed and prod Head by Charles Le
Preston
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chairman;
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all
over
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coun
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American
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began
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18
and
condent in the musical department of
cacti state, except Rhode Island, apAt the Congregational Church the Maire, moving in iridescent magnifi
Bessie
Bowers,
Mrs.
David
Beach,
| will meet a t 7.30 Monday night a t 1tinued to May 24 during which pe- pOjn(e(, deputies to the Constituthe Eastern Baptist Theological try, even California.
morning service of public worship cence under the blue ceiling of the
-------)Legion hall. Mrs. Orace Kirk will I riod Mr- Balokovic had played 15 tional Convention. Of the 55 who Mrs. Joseph Dondis, Mrs. James U. is at 10.30 a. m. Tlie theme of tlie
Seminary for the past three years.
vast tent. Backgrounds ol drapes
I orchestral concerts anu 22 recitals. attended, 14 left before the conven Perkins, Mrs. Leon Dodge, Mrs. Blin
A sound talkie will be featured a t , b(, hostess
Miss Smith has been organ pupil of
sermon
by
Rev
Corwin
H.
Olds
will
and
Lasseled curtains, gold and sil
Lumsden.
_____
So tremendous was his success he tion closed and three more refused
Prof. Bowman of Philadelphia. Her the Lions meeting next Wednesday I
•be “Tlie Blessing of An Under ver center and quarter poles enhance
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lor
a
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Company,
the
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g,.old
troop
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of
the
Con,
to sign the final draft. ,
selections will include Toccatta by
standing Spirit."
the beauty of the pageantry, in
• Kevin, Chorale by Bach, and Medi being "The Human Touch." Those : gregational Church, with its scout- season. Due to the great unrest dui- I The framers were all men who Wysong. Jr.
• • • «
which 2000 people and animals take
Tea
and
Reception
Committee—
ta tio n by K indler. T lie service w ill who remember "Main Street" will nwster John Rossnagel. are spend- ‘nK September and October his ap- were well acquainted with public
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be
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the
coming
ing
a
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at
thelr
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pearances
for
Poland,
Czechosloaffairs; 46 had been members of one
open a t 7.30.
Terrell Jjcobs. mighty mentor of
picture is equally instructive. I t !c am))
j vakia, Rumania and Italy were can- or both of the colonial or State leg Hugh Montgomery, Miss Margaret Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri jungle-bred beasts, will present the
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and
J
_____
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celled.
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a
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Wysong,
Mrs.
Donald
Fuller.
Winslow-Holbrook Post A. L. will
islatures; 10 attended State Consti
ate for tlie third Sunday after T rin
be headed the coming year by Al points any merchandise or seivlce Headed lor Gaspe was the latest weeks' tour througli Southern Eu- tutional conventions: 16 had been, Publicity Committee—Mrs. Gerald ity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Commun largest group of performing wild ani
mals ever seen in America—50 lions,
bert H. Wallace, who has been a from the human angle and custo- word received from Wiliis and Al., rope closing Nov. 24 hi Athens. or were to be, governors. Many of Welch, Mrs. Hans Heistad.
ion a t 7.30; Holy Eucharist and tigers and leopards.
Transportation
Committee
—
John
diligent worker for the organization. mers standpoint, Free Coca Cola who have been on a fortnight's mo- Greece.
them had also been prominent in
sermon a t 10.30.
Gargantua the Oreat. tlie world s
Returning to the United States h! national and international affairs. Webber, J. Riker Proctor, Francis
The annual meeting was marked by will be dispensed.
tor journey down in the Maritimes.
• • • •
largest and mose ferocious captive
Gilbert.
1939
season
began
In
Halifax,
N
S.,
a close contest for first vice com
Home next week.
“The positions which these men had
Morning worship at the Univeraa- gorilla, has grown since last year,
in January, with three recitals. So I occupied or were to later fill are in
mander. Milton M. Griffin defeating
At yesterday’s meeting of the
11st Church Is at 10.45. This will be and stands 5 feet, 7 inches when
W. Leman Oxton by two votes The Rotary Club Hans Heistad was the
Monday night at 7.30 over the outstanding was his debut there that dicative of the regard in which they not become an instrument of tyran the last service before the summer
erect, weiglis around 500 pounds and
other officers chosen were: Second , guest speaker, giving an interesting Portland station, WGAN, Scott F he has been re-engaged this Octo-I were held by their fellow citizens, ny, which the newly emancipated
vacation. Holy communion will be has an ann stretch of over 9 feet.
vice commander, Robert A. Webster; account of the CCC camp in Cam Kittredge will broadcast on "The ber for a more extended tour. Amon; and of their character and worth.’’ colonists considered tlie British gov observed at the conclusion of the
His huge air conditioned cage Is a
adjutant, Gilman Seabury; finance den and the Mt. Megunticook proj U. S. Maritime Commission and other important appearances wen- • George Washington was, by far, ernment to have been.”
service. Dr. Lowe's communion serv sight in itself.
three concerts with the Vermont' the most important man in the conBy July, 1788. 11 states had rati
officer. Ervin L. Curtis; chaplain. ect. He told of the benefits in the Merchant Marine.”
ice sermon will have for its subject
Heading live raster of features
Symphony in February; two in Be:.-1 vention. His acceptance os the fied. North Carolina and Rhode
Rev. Corwin II. Olds; sergeant at citizenship and character training
"Tlie Makeup of One's Life.”
newly
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th(,
convention
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the
arms, Percy A. Clark; historUn,
Alfred Fredette, while cleaning
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Pilades, who do the leaps from the
Union until 1790, when they became
Levi R. Flint. The officers were im urged his listeners to take an inter out Ins lish weir at Owi„ Head. one in New York with the same or- initial triumph of the movement.
Services tomorrow at the Metho k-ng ramp and springboard over ele
mediately installed by Past Depart est in the possibilities of tlie recre cauglit a mackerel with a rubber , ganization. He was soloist with the
The convention was called for the afraid that they would be treated as dist Church begin with the Friend phants. camels and horses, standing
ment Commander Hector G. Staples. ation area in our vicinity. Mr. Heis band around its gills. Probably I Detroit Symphony in March and second Monday In May, 1787. but foreign countries.
ly Men's Bible Class meeting a t 9.30.
tad is landscape architect at the this is one from the Bureau of Fish late, with the Youngstown Sym- due
On Sept. 13. 1788. tlie Constit I Special music will be sung at the .side by side; the Zerbinis, foremost
|he fact that th„ e WM not
Supper was served.
teoter-bourd acrobatic act of the
Camp. Visiting Rotarians were eries in B o o th b a y .
phony.
|
necessary quorum, no real prog- tional Congress prepared for its own 10.30 service, Mrs. Lydia Storer th”
A tacking bee was conducted Malcolm E. Aul, Millburn, New Je r
demise by directing each state to soloist. Rev. Guy Wilson's subject Continent and cousins of the famous
He is already booked for several
was ,nade for several days
Riding Crjsti-iua, who again head
Thursday afternoon by Edwin Libby sey; Charles B. Doyle, Bath;
Strand Theatre features for the engagements to begin in the early, Th,. meeting was held in the Inde choose electors of the president on will be “Human Fellowship in G reat
Relief Corps and picnic supper Charles W. Babb and Charles C. coming week: Sunday. Monday and fall. among them a series of New
Hall where the u e d a r ,- the first Wednesday in January Tasks.'' At the evening service "We the bareback riding numbers; the
Great Arturo, fearless tumbler and
was served. At the business session Wood, Camden; Conrad L. Newton Tuesday, “Juarez,” with Paul Muni York recitals hi Town Hall, the fir. t 1
. „„
,.
,
tion of Independence was drawn up 1789. The electors were to vote on Decide" will be the topic.
comic of tlie high wire; Hubert Cas
in the evening the charter was and Oeorge W. Scott. Belfast. The and Bette Davis; Wednesday and ta ng p act on Nov. 18.
the
first
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in
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•
•
•
•
and signed. These meetings were so
draped in memory of Mrs. Grace vice president of the club. Benja Thursday, "Bridal Suite," with Ro
“An Unspoken Message” Will I t tle, aerobatic comedian of the tight
The announcement that this re- ’ cret that Washington didn't give and the new government was to be
Floor and Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory. min H. Nichols, presided in the ab land Young. Annabella; Friday and nowned artist is to present a re- >
gin
operation
at
New
York
cn
the
the sermon topic by Rev. Charles wire; the Aicardjs, amazing novelty
hint concerning them evcn ln
Jugglers of fire torches; the Ffiudys,
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton was intro sence of President Walker who is Saturday, "Tarzan Finds a Son.” vital in the Camden Opera House . his own
A fOnnai record was first Wednesday in March. The A. Marstallef at the Littlefield Me
springboard
somersault marvela; the
duced as the new State president. attending the convention of Rotary with Johnny Weismuller and Mau Tuesday ev-ning. June 27, as a com- kept but it hfts been
even less Im- electors were chosen and a month morial Church Sunday morning at Iwanowa, stars of the aerial bars;
The members accepted an invita International in Cleveland.
later
they
chase
George
Washing
10.30. The music Include* it selec
reen O'Sullivan.
pliment to the Garden Club Federa- Jportant l0
lhan thp noU>s kept by
tion from Mrs. Irene Winslow. Bel
ton, President.
tion by the choir and sola, by Mrs. Albert Powell, contortlonistic thriller
tion cf Marne convening in Camden u .h lnell „ M.ldLson and Yates
fast, to picnic at her home sometime
Washington
was
inaugurated Bertha Thurston and Mrs. Jessie of the flying trapeze, Albertino of
BORN
The Knox County Fish and Game for its annual sessions and also as a P(jr weeks of seemingly endless
in August. Mrs. Alta Dimick, first
April
39,
1789.
Mr.
Otis,
Secretary Ulmer. Tlie church schoul meets a' London. Europe's favorite clown, and
Jameson—At Memorial Hospital Dam Association holds a membershiD tribute to many friends Mr. and discussioni pUns such
the Virdelegate, gave a report of the S tate ariscotta. June 22. to Mr. and Mrs meeting a t Temple Hall in this city Mrs. Balokovic have in the Camden I ginla plan or
of
the
Senate,
held
the
Bible
upon a 11.45 and the Christian Endeavor Lulu, the greatest woman clown of
Paterson PIaN
Elmer Jameson, Jr., of Waldoboro, a
the age.
convention, and it was voted to daughter
.
. . . next Tuesday night with supper at Garden Club, has been received with werp debatpd
Many Umes crimson cushion. Washington placed at 6. Praise .service and sermon a!
Olsen—At Waldoboro. June 21. to Mr
sponsor two public parties during and
6.30 daylight time—75 cents a plate. keen pleasure and appreciation. Ad- the dpputips wpre Qn thp pQ,n t of his hand upon It and, with the ut 7.15, the topic being “Tlie Pathway
Mrs. George Olsen, a son
July and August. Last meeting of I Merrifield—At South Hope June . to H. L. Wendall of tlie University mission will be by card only, and ap- bWfaking up and ,eaving , he convpn. most serenity, repeated the following of Forgiveness " There will be a se
S W A N ’S IS L A N D
Mr. andjMrs Fred Merrifield, u sen
the season will be held next Thurs liyman living
lection by the choir and a duet bv
of Maine will give an illustrated plications may be made to Mrs E tion. Only the influence of Wash oath:
Marriner—At Searsmont, June 14. to
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Stinson have
day.
"I do solemnly swear that I will Mrs. Maud Mather and Mrs. Mae
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Marriner (Chris-1 ta lk , s p e c ia liz in g ill woodcock and J. Cornells, Camden. Tlie hour is ington and the realization th at such
moved to Rockland lor the summer.
tine Duvls of Fust Liberty,, a daughter waterfowl studies. It will be one 9 p. m.
Gray.
Prayer
meeting
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faithfully
execute
the
Office
of
Vinalhaven. June 21. to
a move would in all probability
Norma Babson and 8heila Bab
Lawn mowers sharpened — called MrOrcutt—At
and Mrs. Alfred Orcutt. Jr , a of those jolly get-togethers the
President of the United States, and night at 7.30
mean the final breaking up of the
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of Blue Hill are guests of their
for and" delivered. Prompt service. daughter.
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members like so well.
Union kept them there. No agree will to the best of my ability, pre
John L. Beaton. Tel. 421-W, city.
"It Is Passible Today will be the grandparents Mr and Mrs. Everett
portant capture on liis beat Thursserve,
protect
and
defend
the
Con
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ment could seem to be reached that
73-78
Can Hitler Survive? Nazi regime ' day a huge moth of uudertermined
stitution of the United States.” He subject of the first “repeat" sermon Gross.
Grafton-Woodcock — At Thoma/ Wn.
would entirely satisfy everyone in
Misses Bessie Kast and Virginia
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
is
seen
tottering
and
a
crisis
is
expedigree.
Tlie
next
arrival
in
the
ediJune 22. by Rev H F. Leach Forrest
making tlie final draft of the con- then added "so help me God" and morning. Tlie choir will sing and Kast and mother Mrs. Ella K ast of
For home-made pastry and cool Grafton and Miss Elizabeth Woodcock, jiecteii soon will Hitler fight or i torial sanctum was George Wheeler | at'itution
bent
gently
over
to
kiss
the
Sacred
both ol Thomaston.
Miss Jessie Smith, a student in tlie Harrisburg. Pa , arrived recently
ing Cremo ices call at Main's Bak
Hamblin-Pagan—At Stonington. June quit? Read the exclusive article h i : who brought a strawberry with 10 ' R wag fln
th at ,f njnp Book.
7,
Rev. Frank Ratzell. Joseph llani
ery. 262 Main St. Opening evenings, bllnby of
Thus the government of the musical department of the Eastern
Bar Harbor and Miss Ruth the June 25th Boston Sunday Ad- | heads. Knext!
.states would accept the Constitu
How much later than usual was
Sundays and holidays.—adv. 7 5 'It Pagan of Sunset.
vertlser.
75‘lt i
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States of America began ac Baptist Theological Seminary, will
tion. it would be put into effect. The
tiie
.spring this year? Well, apple
be
soloist.
The
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-----------------I Beano party G A R. Hall Monday
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honor of the first ratification went tual operation under tlie Constitu meet a t noon. The intermediate trees started to bloom in York Coun
The
Sandal
that
made
Mexico
night
June
26,
sponsored
by
Civil
Porter—At Orffs Corner. June 21. Her
,to Delaware. In a short time tion, except that the Supreme Court and senior C. E. Societies will meet ty on May 27; last year the date was
D A N C IN G !
bert E. Porter, aged 58 years.
did not organize until February 2
famous!
The real handwoven War Memorial Ass’n - adv.
75-lt
Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Georgia,
Wotton—At Rockland. June 22. Dor
at 630 with Miss Kllen and Miss May 8.
Every Saturday N ight
1790.
cas Emma, wife of Byron Wotton. aged Iluarache in natural, all white or
and Connecticut added their names.
56 years. 8 m onths, 2 days Services at colorful’ combinations. They feel
AT SIMONTON’S CORNER
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
Massachusetts and New York re
Good Music! Good Ilall! Good Time! the Russell Funeral Home Sunday at
famously .soft and cool on your feet ets to all parts of the world. M. F. fused to sign the draft, declaring
2 p. m. Interm ent at Ash Point
.
Old an d N ew Dances
Maxey—At Rockland. June 23 Mar
75*Jt garet E.. wife of Charles S. Maxey, aged Direct^rom Mexico to you! Black- Lovejoy,, 149 Talbot avenue, Tel. that the liberties of the citizens
MEMORIALS TO SUIT
1060-J, Rockland.
16-S-tf
60 years. 2 m onths. 23 days. Funeral ington's.—adv.
EVERY DESIGN
would be cut eff by so strong a cen
Sunday at 2 o'clock from Burpee Fu
neral Home.
PREFERENCE
tral government.
Johnson—At Clark Island. June 23.
Whatever your requirements may
Finally it was decided to add
Lewis Johnson, aged 23 years
be tor an appropriate monument,
Benner—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
amendments by the State Conven
June 23. Robert E . son of Mr. and Mrs
you can be confident in our
tions. The chief feature of all these
Everett Benner o f Thomaston, aged 9
ability to meet them. You may
years, 8 m onths. 5 days. Private f u 
amendments was a (bill of rights
prefer a modest stone distin
neral services Saturday at 2 o'clock
from the Cushing Funeral Home, Knox
guished by its simplicity, or your
"That the new government might
street. Interm ent ln Thomaston cem e
choice may be for one more elab
A m b u lan ce Service
tery.
M O R T IC IA N S
orate in size or design. In either
case, we will recommend one th a t
•
CARD OF THANKS
M oosehead Coffee H o u se
will be suitable upon request.
We wish to thank everyone for the
W HERE?
Ambulance Service

Glad To See “Ed”

Won First Honors

For State Meeting

Coming To Portland

Balokovic’s Return

IZ

W HEN?

BURPEE'S
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 M AIN S T . RO CK LAND.

119-tf

SA TU R D A Y , JULY 1ST!

BLUE SUNOCO GASOLINE

gifts, and all the beautiful cards sent
us at our 50th anniversary and espe
cially Mr. and Mrs Ernest Rawley for
the beautiful souvenir from the World's
Fair and the two beautiful cakes from
Mrs. Reed and Abbott.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pease. Tenant's
Harbor.

AND CABINS

SHELDON’S FILLING STATION

OPEN FOR THE SEASON
Steak and Chicken Dinners

W A R R E N , M E.

Sandwiches and Salads
GREENVILLE,
MAINE

75* It

R U SSELL
FUNERAL HOME

W m . E. Doman & Son,

9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON

INC.
3 9 S tf
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Correspondent
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Kicked By Horse
Emmans M artin, 17, of Jefferson
was at the Gardiner Oeneral Hos
pital Wednesday night being treat
ed for injuries sustained when he
was kicked in the face by a horse
on the Andrews farm in Jefferson
where he was employed. His gen
eral condition was reported “good.”
Hospital officials said it was be
lieved he had received a permanent
injury to his left eye. T he eye
was badly injured and the bone be
low the eye was fractured. His lip
was cut on the left side and the
left side of his face was injured.

Probate Court News

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

TOWN CRIER IS COMING
D

Wills allowed: Oscar A. Greenrose, late of Rockport, deceased,
Ida C. Greenrose of Rockport, ap
T e l. 48
pointed exx.; Marion V. Gray, late
of Rockport, deceased, Carry E
Mr. and Mrs. Mank received a
Miss Alfreda Ellis who has been
Gray of Rockport, appointed exx.;
shower
of gifts for their newly com
attending
Farmington
Normal
Annie B. Erskine, late of Camden,
School has arrived home to spend
deceased, Gladys Lamb of Camden pleted home, at a party given last
the summer with her parents Mr.
appointed exx.; Joseph H Melvin, Saturday night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Ellis.
late of Rockland, deceased, Gilford and Mrs. Fred Simon of Waldoboro,
Mrs. Erwin Weiblen and Mrs.
B. Butler, of South Thomaston ap parents of Mrs. Mank. Thirty
Harold R. Smith of Coopers’ Mills
pointed exr.; Leslie A. Ross, late neighbors and friends were present
have been recent visitors in town.
of Rockland, deceased, Mildred F including from here, Mr and Mrs.
Ross cf Rockland, appointed exx.; Burleigh Mank and family, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cudworth
Clarence E. Daniels, late of Rock Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman and fam 
of Portland are guests this week of
SUNSET
land, deceased, Orace H. Daniels of ily, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wiley, and
Mrs. Annie G rant.
Mrs.
C
hristian
Moore
is
spending
Rockland appointed exx.; Ava B. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler. Re
Miss Dorothy Spear is visiting
her grandparents, Mr. and Mirs. the summer a t the Firs.
Lawry, late of Rockland, deceased, freshments were served.
Mrs. Fred Simon returned Tues
Robert
Reiser
passed
last
week
Clifford Spear in Warren.
Beulah L Allen of Rockland ap
day
to Waldoboro after being guest
end
here.
Mrs. Emery Curtis, L. W. Happointed exx.; Nellie F. Thomas, late
worth and Emery and Elizabeth Mrs. Josephine Avery and daugh of Camden, deceased. J. Frank since Sunday of her daughter, Mrs.
Hapworth of Elmhurst, N. Y., are ter Jane spent last weekend with Thomas of Camden appointed exr.; Vernon Mank.
The annual picnic of Ivy Chap
visiting Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray. Mrs. Annie Eaton.
Lillias G. Hupper, late of Tenant's
Herbert E. °orter, 58. died Wed Norma Stanley is visiting Mr. and Harbor, deceased, Alan L. Bird of ter, O.E.S, will be an event of next
nesday at his home at Orff's Corner, Mrs. David Murry.
Rockland appointed exr.; Eliza Wednesday, at "Galashiels'' the
Mrs.
Lillian
Trust,
Mrs..
Edna
Bar
Mr. Porter had been in poor health
beth I Burpee, late of Rockland, Martin's Point cottage of Mr. and
for many months suffering from an bour, Mrs. Edna Henley and Mrs. deceased, Edward K. Gould of Mrs George Walker. Committees
gina. He is survived by his wife, Gertrude Mosley were here for the Rockland appointed exr.; Edith A. are: Dinner, Mrs. Benjamin Watts,
Mabel; a son, Carlton and a daugh bridge dedication.
Lenfest, late of Thomaston, de Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. Robert
Walter Ingerson in the role of Town Crier
ter, Mrs. Geraldyn Luke. Funeral Mrs. Alice Ellis spent last week ceased. Frank D. Elliot of Thomas Walker; transportation. Mrs. Dana
Ye olde Towe Crier will bring first
You may obtain souvenir Wooden
Smith and Miss Evelyn Sawyer.
services were held Friday afternoon end with Mrs. Henry Haskell.
ton appointed admr. c.t.a.
Money
from him. Keep it as an
Mrs.
R
uth
Carter
was
employed
hand
news
of
the
Vinalhaven
SesqiMembers
not
solicited
are
asked
to
from the home, Rev. O. G. Barnard
Petitions
for
Administration
historic souvenir or spend It at the
Monday a t The Firs.
furnish
sweets.
officiating.
Centennial
Celebration.
He
will
ap

granted: Estates. Lucy W. Smith,
Mr and Mrs. Paul Dillaway re pear in Rockland Monday, and re celebration.
Miss Joyce Porter is visiting rela Harold Black is home from Ma late of St. George, deceased, Frank
Ye olde Town Crier will give you
rine
Hospital.
Portland.
turned
Tuesday to Everett, Mass.,
tives in Hydeville, Conn.
A. Wiley of St. George, admr.;
create the spirit of olden times. the latest news of the Pageant
Charles Cowing of Merrimac Mrs. Lona Stanley of Searsport George A. Achorn, late of Rockland, after being guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dressed in the original attire of a spectacle “Fox Islands on Parade"
River Coast Guard Station is spend is visiting relatives here.
deceased, Marcia E. Achorn of Charles F. Dillaway for a few days.
crier
of bygone days he will convey which will be the feature attractions
Mrs.
Beatrice
Marshall.
Mrs.
Lil
Mrs.
Lettie
Alexander
of
Roslining a 15-day leave with friends here.
Rockland, admx ; Cynthia M. Philto Rockland, Camden. North Haven. on Sunday and Tuesday nights. He
lian Small and Mrs Harriet Haskell
dale,
Mass.,
is
visiting
her
niece,
W ater Officials Assemble
brook, late of Camden, deceased,
Stonington and Deer Isle the spirit will tell you all the Interesting events
The Maine Water Utilities Asso were callers Wednesday on Mrs. Franklin D. Philbrook of Camden, Mrs. Albert White.
and enthusiasm of the Vinalhaven of each of the four days celebration.
Arvilla
Lufkin.
Late
pledges
for
the
school
build
ciation held its bi-monthly meeting
admr.; Alfred M. Prescott, late of
IWatch for him and hear the news.
Wednesday. The delegation assem Mrs. Rena Plum and son Edward Camden, deceased, Maud Prescott ing fund include, $10 from the W ar celebration.
bled a t the S tar Theatre from which returned to Connecticut after a of Camden, admx.; Ernest C. Mc- ren Grange, and $10 from the
and Miss Janet Wade enjoyed a
point visits were made to the jump brief visit' spent at the Packard I Intosh, late of Vinalhaven. deceased* Gamma Beta Boys Club.
E A S T L IB ER T Y
The
Contract
Club
entertained
picnic
Wednesday at Sherman's
ing stations, the resevoir an d the homestead.
i Frances M. Gilchrist of Vinalhaven,
Dorothy Donavan was a recent
Paragon Button factory.
Charles S Adams who has been
admx.; William A. Hastings, late their substitutes Wednesday a t the Point, Camden.
At noon a shore dinner was visitor at St. Mary's rectory in | of Thomaston, deceased Frank D. Martin's Point cottage of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and ill with grippe is somewhat im
served to 137 delegates and guests Stonington.
! Elliot of Thomaston admr.; Lewis George Walker. Dinner was served Mr and Mrs. A. T. Norwood a t proved. Mr. and Mrs. Percy White
Mrs. Margaret Coolen is spending R. Vansickle late of South Hope.! and cards werp in Pla? Mrs A1' tended the meeting Wednesday of and Mr. and Mrs Elmer Davis are
at Stahl's Tavern.
The afternoon program was held a few days with Mrs. Myra Powers. deceased Svlvester Van Sickle of bert Peabody has been elected presi the Maine W ater Utilities held in ill with the same ailment.
at Star Theatre. Mrs. Louise Miller, Carl Haskell was a Portland visi
dent.
Martel A. McLain of Gardner,
Waldoboro.
Gardiner, admr.
substituting for Fred L. Burns, tor Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., of
Mass,
who came to attend the
Miss
Constance
Jenkins
has
been
Petition for License to Sell Per
chairman of the Board of Selectmen, James Small is employed at Com
Newton Centre, Mass., have opened employed a t the home of Mr. and graduation of his daughter, Esther
sonal
Estate
granted:
Estate
Gust
welcomed the members of the as munity Garage.
their summer home for the season, Mrs Thomas Anderson in Rock in the training class of the Waldo
Carlson, late of Vinalhaven. de
sociation. Mrs. Annie Thompson,
Mrs. Spear to remain for the sum land.
County Hospital June 15, called on
manager of the local water com SOUTH THOMASTON ceased, presented by Frank H. mer. Mr. Spear for several days.
relatives and friends here during
A
delightful
prenuptial
shower
Ingraham,
public
admr.
pany, gave a thoroughly instructive
Both attended last week, the com
his stay.
Petition for Perpetual Care of mencement exercises at Bowdoin was extended Miss Winona Robin
Mrs. Harold Rackliff and daugh
and interesting account of the his
Mrs. Leroy Davis is visiting rela
son Thursday night at the home of
ters
Roberta
and
Beryl
of
SomerBurial
Lot granted: gstate Lillias College.
tory of Waldoboro and the Waldo
tives
in Camden.
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bryan
boro W ater Co. P. D. Bowler, presi ville, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Helen Robinson, late of St. Oeorge. deMrs Willard Hall of Newton,
Robinson,
by
Misses
Mary
Trone,
Mrs
Harlan Davis was called to
ceased, presented by Eugene Palmer Mass., is at her home for this
dent of Layne-Bowler Company Rackliffe.
Janet
Wade,
Kathryn
Peabody,
and
Thomaston
June 12. by the death of
Mrs.
Margaret
Box
arrived
last
Robinson
of
Rockland,
admr
showed pictures illustrating the
, week.
week to spend the summer at the
work his company carries on.
Petition of Trustees for Leave
Special music for the services Olive Teague. Guests were Miss her grandmother Carrie Page BurDr. George Coombs, a guest of Bartlett home.
to Sell Personal Estate granted: Sunday morning at the Oon- Robinson. Mrs. Bryan Robinson, quest. She returned home Sunday.
Mrs Kervln Rogers received news
the association, received a hearty
Robert Gregory of Glen Cove I Estate Lucy C. Farnsworth, late of Jgregational Church to which the Mrs. Charles Robinson, Miss Verna
welcome and voiced his appreciation. spent Tuesday as guest of his Rockland, deceased, presented by members of the St Oeorge Lodge Robinson, Mrs. Ralph Robinson. of the death June 14 of her father,
The meeting ended with a round grandmother Mrs. Georgia Snow. , Boston Safe Deposit and Trust of Masons and members of Ivy Miss Catherine Thompson, Miss William Brown in Pittsfield, Mass.
table discussion on: “Grounding
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Sm ith and Company of Boston. Mass., trustee Chapter, O ES.. are invited, will Helen Thompson. Mrs. Waino
Burton A. Eastman is spending
Lehto, Miss Freda Moody. Miss two weeks' vacation from the Au
Telephone Cable Sheaths to Water son Richard of Roslindale, Mass.,
Accounts Allowed: Edith E. Gray, consist of the anthem. “Thou Wilt
visited Mrs. Smith’s brother Albert late of Rockport, deceased, first J Keep Him in Perfect Peace" and Lulia Lampinen. Mrs. Harold Wot- gusta State Hospital, at his home
Mains.”
ton, Mrs. Clarence Peabody. Mrs. here.
Davis last weekend.
and final account presented by . the soprano solo, "The Stranger of
Mrs Fannie Ricker, 6on George Charles T. Smalley, exr.: Edwin V. Galilee'' to be sung by Mrs. Sidney George Buck. Mrs. Albert White.
A pretense of indifference to suc
Leroy F. Howes has recently
cess is usually an attempt to dis and daughters Grace and Edith of Shea, late of South Thomaston, de- i W.vllie. There will be an orchestra Mrs. Oeorge Stevens Mrs. Marshall bought the F. J. Hooper farm, fa
White, Mrs. Lewis Robinson. Mrs.
Reading, Mass., spent last weekend ceased, first and final account pre- 1accompaniment.
guise a sense of failure.
miliarly known as the John SukeLeonard Cousins. Mrs. Arnold Rob
at their Pleasant Beach cottage.
sented by The First National Bank
Members of St George Lodge of
forth place and with his family will
Mrs. Claude Patch and son El of Rockland, exr.; Maude A Luf-1 Masons are reminded that the inson. Mrs. William Partridge. Miss occupy it soon.
dred were guests Sunday a t Albert kin. late of Rockport, deceased, first breakfast Sunday morning will be Katherine Starrett, Mrs. Hilliard
FOLLOW HIS EXAMPLE...
Spear, Mrs. Bart Pellicane Mrs
I Sleeper's.
and final account presented b y ! served a t 9 o'clock sharp a t the
ROCKVILLE
Boynton
Maxey. Mrs. Arthur S tar
Mrs. Aurelia Ripley was hostess William C. Lufkin of Rockport, Masonic dining room
SEND ME
rett,
Mrs.
M
S
Hahn,
Mrs.
Wilder
; Wednesday a t a dessert bridge to admr.; George E. Carr, late of
Miss Irje Hill of Rockland spent
Mrs. Alvah Simmons, ill the past
A N T H R A C IT E
Mrs. Ella W atts, Mrs. Carolyn Da Rockland, deceased, first and final week with infection of the right Moore, Mrs. Raymond Borneman. Wednesday with Misses Gladys Tol
Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. Robert alk- man and Mary Tolman.
W H IL E I C A N S T IL L
vis, Mrs. Jesse Sleeper, Miss Mary account presented by Nelson C. arm. is about again.
er, Mrs. Benjamin Davis, Mrs.
Bartlett and Miss Susie Sleeper. Carr, exr.; Louie E. Gould, late of
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
BUY AT
Mrs. Philip Simmons and Mrs.
Special guests were Miss Helen Hope, deceased, first and final ac Frank Rowe returned Friday from Henry Caldrice, Mrs. Leroy Nor Dana A. Sherer were Mr. and Mrs
LOW
Sleeper of Bridgewater, Mass., and count presented by Ada E. Gould, Rangeley where they had attended wood. Miss Beulah Starrett, Mrs. Charles A Sherer and daughter
P R IC E S .
Mrs. Margaret Box of Omaha. A exx.; Mary A. Keizer, late of Rock the two day conference and annual Leland Chapman. Mrs. Robert Con Margaret of Lisbon Falls and Mr.
table of bridge and one of Chinese land, deceased, first and final ac meeting of the Maine Federation nell, all of this town. Mrs. Clarence and Mrs. Guy R. Whitten of East
Barnard of Rockland and daugh Vassalboro.
checkers was enjoyed.
count presented by Ira J. Shuman, of Women's Clubs.
• te e
ters, Mrs. Alice O Spear of New
Mr. and Mrs Matthew 8tarr re
William Lawrence of S t'tson has
exr.; William A. Luce, late of
York, and Miss Eleanor Barnard of cently returned home from New
O fficers' Night of O.E.S.
been recent guest of Mrs. Philip
Rockport,
deceased
first
and
final
Rockland, Mrs. Abbott Spear of ton. Mass. where they passed the
Forget-Me-Not Chapter OE.S.
Simmons.
Chestnut Hill Mass.. Miss Eleanor winter and went to the Wilson
observed visiting officers’ night account of Olive Chandler Luce, de
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills and
Goodwin of Kennebunkport, Mrs.
Monday.
Officers who presided ceased executrix, presented by
Stanley S. Ganz, admr. c.t.a. of es Mrs. Mina Rines were callers Sun Edgar Barker of South Uniin. The Camps at Mooseheed I^ke for a
were: W orthy matron, Mrs. Bertha
fishing trip. Soon after getting
day evening on Mr and Mrs. Clar
miscellaneous shower of gifts con home from the vacation trip Mr.
Borgerson; worthy patron, George tate of said executrix; Lora P. Spear
ence
Payson
and
George
Davis
m
late of Warren, deceased, distribu
tained glass ware, kitchen ware, Starr sustained an injury to his
YO U, TOO, CAN BUY Gay, associate matron, Frances tion account presented by Philip East Union.
dishes, and linen, and also a pretty leg while playing ball and has found
Morse, p ast officers of Golden Rod
Miss Winona Robinson. Miss
BAH A NTHRACITE
maple coffee table from the four
Chapter; associate patron, Leman Simmons, admr.; Oliver F. Cushing
late of Thomaston, deceased, first Mary Trone, Miss Kathryn Peabody hostesses. Parlor stunts were en crutches necessary since.
Oxton. patron of Harbor Light
AT THE LOWEST
After a short stay at their sum
joyed. followed by the serving of mer place here Mr. and Mrs. W.
secretary, Blanche Bishop, and final account presented by
Samuel H. Batchelder of Salem.
PRICES O FTHE YEAR. Chapter;
Ethel
G.
Cushing,
exx.;
Harold
S
ice cream and cake. Selections on A Barrows returned Thursday to
associate matron of Seaside Chap
Mass., surviving trustees.
the accordion played by Mr. Rob Newtonville, Mass.
ter; treasurer, Marion Upham, past Peaslee, of Rockland, 7th account
ORDER NOW.
Accounts presented for notice: inson, were also greatly enjoyed.
presented by Edward W. Peaslee,
matron of Harbor Light Chapter.
Mrs. Viola Willey and son Harold
Martha P. Lawrence, late of Groton.
gdn.;
Abbie
D.
Wooster,
late
of
Conductress,
Aune
Bragdon,
of
Skowhegan are visiting her
Mass deceased, first and final acworthy m atron of Naomi Chapter; Warren, deceased, first and final ac
H
O
PE
mother
Mrs Annie Bucklin.
ount
of
Francis
Peabody,
deceased
associate conductress, Stella Han count presented by Willis E. Woos
Mr and Mrs. Almon Cooper. Jr.,
ter, admr.; Charles D. Shoemaker, executor, as rendered by Samuel H
Miss Frances P. True of Lowell,
non, worthy matron of Orient
Batchelder and B Nason Hamlin, Mass., is patient at the Lowell Gen who were to have occupied the Mrs.
Chapter; chaplain, Grace Walker, late of Baltimore, Md„ deceased,
executors under Will of said Fran eral Hospital, having suffered a fall Fores' house for the summer have
chaplain of Ivy Chapter; marshal, first and final account presented by
cis Peabody; Martha P. Lawrence last Sunday at her home resulting found it necessary to change their
Edith
Addis
Shoemaker,
exx.
Elizabeth Babb, marshal of Forgetplans because of Illness in Mrs.
Call 487
Petitions for Probate of Will pre late of Groton, Mass., deceased first in a fractured right arm and hip.
me- not- Chapter; organist, Ella
Cooper's family.
and
final
Trust
Account
of
Francis
■Letters and cards during her con
Watts of Forget-me-Not Chapter; sented for notice; Arthur H. Hunt
Mr. and Mrs Ranlett accompan
Peabody, Montague W W. Prowse valescent period will be great en
Adah, Hilda Aspey, worthy matron er, late of St. George, deceased,
ied
by Mrs. Inez Bronkie and Oeorge
Susie B. Hunter of St George, and Samuel H. Batchelder, trustees; joyed and appreciated.
of Ivy Chapter;.
Hall as chauffeur, motored Thurs
519 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Marla
B.
Low.
late
of
Boston.
Mass.,
Ruth, Elsie Hawkins, worthy ma named, exx.; George H. Glaentzel,
day to Bangor. The women attend
deceased, first and final account
CONG. SMITH'S OFFER
tron of Harbor Light Chapter; Es late of Rockport, deceased. E. B
ed the theatre while the men wit
presented by Ann G Nay of Bos
U A LITY SINCE 1 8 2 3
ther, R uth Perry, Martha, Emma Putnam of Danforth, named exr.;
ton.
Mass.,
admx.;
George
B.
Dill
I have a few copies 1937,1938 A g r i nessed the Elks Club boxing bout.
Young, past matrons, Grace Chap Clay Clark, late of Camden, de
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter and
ingham,
late
of
Thomaston,
de
cultural
Bocks for distribution, also
ter; Electa. Evelyn Sawyer, Esther ceased, Hazel Bowprs Clark of Cam
children
Vernon and Marjorie
ceased, first and final account pre supply pamphlets on "Infant Care-’
of Ivy Chapter; warder, Evelyn Wil den. named exx.; Thomas J. Young,
passed
Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs.
sented
by
Anna
R
.Dillingham,
which will be sent you upon request
son, worthy matron Seaside Chap late of Vinalhaven, deceased, Caro
Earl Tasker In Bradford.
admx.;
William
L.
Brown,
late
of
as
long
as
my
quota
lasts.
Clyde
H.
ter; sentinel, Herbert Sylvester, lyn L. Bray of Owl's Head named
Mrs. LeRnv Tolman visited Sun
For a Limited Time Only
exx.; Oeorgianna Bryant, late of Appleton, deceased, first and final Smith. Room 231. House Office Build
sentinel of Seaside Chapter
day
with her daughter Mrs. Carl
account
presented
by
Maynard
M.
ing, Washington, D. C.
Supper was served preceding the Camden, deceased, Grace M. Hobbs
Hilton In Bremen.
Brown,
admr.;
Willard
M.
Brown,
j meeting and a program consisting of Camden named exx.; Roscoe B.
Miss Martha Thurston of Boston
late of Aippleton, deceased, first
Some men who know very little
of these numbers was enjoyed: McFarland late of Camden, de
and Brainerd Thurston of East
and
final
account
presented
by
have
the
knack
of
appearing
very
Reading, Georgia Snow; vocal ceased. Lewis A. McFarland of
Providence have arrived home for
Maynard M. Brown, admr.
profound.
I duet, Mrs. Isabelle Jackson and Pittsfield, named exr.
the summer.
Petitions for Administration pre
Hilda Aspey of Ivy Chapter; musi
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Helno and
ONE
HUNDRED
VOTES
ONE
HUNDRED
A clean smooth sheet, for btislcal reading by Mrs. Delia Robinson. sented for notice: Estates, Benja
family are occupying the Peter Hill
■for school—for typewriter.
Remarks by Worthy Patron Gilford min S. Whitehouse, late of Rock
V IN A L H A V E N
house.
Butler.
About 52 guests were land, deceased Edith M. Randlett
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett at
SESQ U I-C EN TEN N IA L C E LE BR A TIO N
of Augusta, named admx.; Frances
present.
tended the VF.W. Convention in
G. Smith, late of Rockland, de
fo r 5 0 0 sheet package
MY CHOICE FOR QUEEN OF "FOX ISLANDS ON PARADE” IS
Biddeford last weekend and follow
ceased, Katharine D. Berry of
ing spent a few days with their
W e D o Not Break Packages
Rockland named admx.
O neSpot
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs
M ail Orders Filled—15c Extra
I ApWril
Petition to Transmit Assets pre
James Moran In Hyde Park. Mrs.
. Ssdbufl
F le a Killer
Deposit This In B allot Box
Crab Lie* sented lor notice; Estate, Martha
Moran and sons James and Donald
Potato Butf(
VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
s f i t u Cskbif
ctbh«f«'
will soon arrive for a summer's
ibafswormi P. Lawrence, late of Groton, Mass.,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
b
Mu Star Btsdst deceased, presented by Montague
visit with the Ranlett’s.
Contest Closes At 6.00 P. M. Thursday, June 29
carrolv CVT rate
w . W . Prowse of Canton, Mass., and

DaH

Every-O ther-D ay 1

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

HORIZONTAL
1-A b u s s
• - C lip p in g in s tru m e n t
1 1 - D ru g p la n t o f the
Illy fa m ily
1 2 - W a r m th
1 3 - A n aceesaory seed
e o v e rin g
1 5 -M ln e r s l sp rin g
17 -P ro c e e d e d in a ca r
1 S -L ik e w ls e no t
2 0 - Gaao
2 1 - A d u lt m a lts
2 2 - A ty p e m easure
2 4 -F a ls e h o o d
2 6 - A n d ( L a t in )
27- R e d u c td in ra n k
3O -A bounds
3 2 - Am ong
3 3 - S eed vessels
3 4 - L o n g , n a rro w s trip
o f le a th e r
3 4 - E x h a le an c in h ale
3 5 - R lv s r in Ita ly
4 0 - A m e rie a n poet
4 1 - H a lf an em

H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.)
V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
4 2 -E d g e
1 4 -C lty In Ita ly
4 4 - lro n
It- R e m u n e r a t e d
4 5 - M e k e lace
1B -Judge
2 3 -M a tu r o g irl
4 S -T o th e e h e lte re d
tid e
2 5 -F o o t le v o r
4 *-A n g e r
28- D efa ct
29 - End
4 9 - U n d lsg u lss d
5 0 - O ry
3 0 - D lg lt
5 2 -C lo s e by
3 1 - S u p s rla tlv s aufflx
5 4 - S ta te co un cil o f
3 3 - G if t
3 4 - S m a ll branches
a n c ie n t R om e
b e a rin g flo w e r*
5 5 - V io le n t palne
3 8 -L a b e r
3 4 -D u tc h colon i t t o f
VERTICAL
S o u th A fric a
3 7 - L i (to n
1 - G ro an ed
2 - D en
3 8 - P e n e tra tti
3 - S ic k
4 0 - S e lf esteem
4 - O e p a rt
4 3 -ln d ic a te
5 - C u d d ltd
4 S -E d ib le root of
• - P o r t io n
P o ly n e s ia
7 - P ro n o u n
4 7 -C p o c h
8 - C o r n a p ik o
4 9 -H ln d e r
9 - S rr.sl! p a rtic le
5 1 -P ro n o u n
'10-Perfumee
5 $ -ln t« r je c tlo fl

(Answer T o Previous Puzzle)

D U T C H NECK
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n
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Miss Bessie Stghl went Sunday to
J
S
SH
Portland where she is guest of her
□ SOB
aunt. Mrs Walter Richardson
aa
h
Mrs. James Creamer and two
Q
s
a
children of Broadcove spent Mon
SB3
day with Mrs. Paul Creamer.
Mrs Alden Euglev and Miss C^lla
H a z im s H E
Euglev of Waldoboro called Thurs
R EBG3
day on relatives in this locality.
001313
Mrs. Frances Quiner of Marble
000
head. Mass., has opened "Butter
TSHQ
Point Farm" for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Daye of
Auburn spent last weekend with lington. Mass, were guest* last
weekend of Mr and Mrs. W. K.
Mrs. Alice Creamer
M r. and Mrs Melvin Emus o f ; Winchenbach.
Arlington. Mass., visited over last j Mrs Marion McClure and chil
weekend with Mrs. Emus' parents ■dren of West Newton. Mass , arrived
Sunday and will spend the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 8tahl.
Lee D'bonus and friend of Ann I here.
Arbor. Mich., were callers Sunday j Miss Villa Stahl and Ralph Stahl
evening on Maynard Wlnchenbach of Broadcove ■were recent visitors
Sidney B. Haskell and family of a t Mr and Mrs. Herbert Stahl's.
Miss Orace Richards passed last
Larchmont. N Y , arrived recently
and are occupying their summer weekend with her parents in China.
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Emus of Ar- I Flat feet are arch enemies.

aaara
□sn
as
QHH
an
an
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SPECIALOFFfeK
in
& genuine £nqravei)
Yddittq {Jnvitaiiom
ant) Cfnnouncrnunh
Low est Prices Ever Q u otedl

•8 2 ’
No txtra Charge lor b g r a v te g Rat*
Choice el 35 different stylne of letiertna Prtee Includes inside and
putslde envelopes. Additional Invitations cr Announcement* at

444c
50 Engraved At Hom* or
Reception C a r d s----- M .M
Additional Cards at
______________ 344c

An

100 E n g r a v e d In lo r m a le ,
in c lu d in g e n v e lo p e s . .
100 E n g r a v e d V is itin g

Card*___________

SmLovrost Price* Ivor Qaoted oa i

S3.M

<141

Sample't may be «««
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M. B. & C. 0 . Perry

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^ x11
Yellow Second
Sheet
Only 37c

I

The Courier-Gazette
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THE COURIERGAZETTt
Is Local A g e n t For

T H E M ESSEN G ER L IN E
O f S e llin g P rom otion Needs

C A L E N D A R S — A rt, Hanger, Jumbo, Desk, Busi
ness (1 2 sheets), Desk, Memo, System
N O V E L T IE S — Advertising Fans, Bridge Score
Pads, Kitchen Reminders, Advertising Pencils
(w ood), and Bullet, Mechanical Advertising Pen*
cils, Metal Advertising Novelties, Advertising Key
Containers, Z ip Lighters, Etc.
George W . D y e r o f C am den, our representative for the M es
senger Corp., w ill c a ll a t your convenience w ith a large and
varied line to select fro m .
For F u rth e r P a rticu lars Telephone or W r ite to
T h e C o urler-G aaette

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

P a g e F ive

Rockland Conrier-Oazette, Saturday, June 24, 1939

SHALL IT BE FORGOTTEN

Some Rockland Graduates

MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
Mrs. Ralph Thompson has re
turned from Framingham, Mass.,
where she attended the commence
ment exercises of Teachers' College.
Her daughter Miss Athne Thompson
was a member of the graduating
class with a B. S degree.
Ruth Brown, has returned from
Farmington where she recently !
J e a n CTukey, “J r a n ie ” C o m m e rc ia l,
Grant Davis, “Freethy"
graduated from Farmington Nor
Latin Scientific
mal School. Her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Brown, Miss Dorothy
The old “Ridge" Church at
Please send any contribution to
Cobb and Mias Ernestine Carver a t
Martinsville
The First National Bank, Rock
tended the commencement exercises.
Shall It be forgotten?
land, Me
The Church Fund
Barbara Brown, has returned from
Shall we let her ministry en.l
$ 76.00
Rockland where she graduated after 122 years as a light and guide Previously reported
Monday from Ballards Business to show men to God. The burning Helen Merrill ........................
5.00
2.00
May 5 of this old historical church A Friend ...........................
School.
5.00
Charles Baum and Muriel Baum left the community without one. E. L. Oillmor ....................
May
the
parish
count
upon
you
for
Rockland
A.
&P.
Stores........
15.00
visited Rockland recently.
Ivan Calderwood went Thursday I a contribution by having your name Friends ................................. 1900
Katharine Delano, “Katy"
with remittance opposite Inserted W T. B arter ......................... 10.00 Sclnm on Cchen “Sully" Scientific
to Quincy. Mass
Commercial
in
thus
paper
for
re-building
another
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Smith and
S132.00
daughter Catherine Smith of Chey- church?
ene, Wy„ arrived Wednesday and
NORTH HAVEN
are guests of Mr and Mrs. Aubrey
Ames.
Summer residents arc arriving
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman and daily. It looks like an old time busy N ew Officers Take O ver the
daughter Marion, passed last week summer on the Island.
C lub, with “Leg” D yer as
end in North Haven with the,r
Cyril E. Bousfleld who is on a
daughter Mrs. Joel Wooster.
K
ing Lion
week's vacation is attending the
Mrs. Carrie Fifleld. returned Wed meeting of the Maine Medical As
The Vinalhaven Lions Club jour
nesday from Portland
sociation at Poland Spring.
“Rat"
Civic
Rehearsals are being held for "The
neyed
via automobile and ferry to Earl Cook. “Cookie” Latin Scientific lb nry Hedge.
Dr Dana L. Farnsworth, health
Sunbonnet Girl” a musical comedy physician at Williams College ar the neighboring town of Nbrth Ha
to be presented by Union Church rived Tuesday.
ven Thursday night and held meet
choir June 30. in Memorial hall.
The World Fair pilgrims returned ing in the cheerful dining room of
Mrs. Jesse Norton of Boston a r last Saturday and report a wonder
rived Wednesday and is at her bun ful time. Arthur Beverage Jr., has the Haven’s Inn. which is newly
galow “Cravqnthirst" at Granite prolonged his visit in New York,
Island
being entertained by his cousin
Alumni Banquet and Ball is to be Wendall Anderson.
held June 27
Prof. James Lewis and family are
Wilbur Coombs went Thursday to occupying their bungalow for the
Brooks, called by Illness of his summer. Prof. Lewis is upon the
Harold Dondis.
Harold
brother-in-law.
faculty of Tabor Institute in Marion
Ralph Ccwan.
R alph
Rrirntifl'
Latin Scientific
Mrs. Nina Christie has returned Mass. •
from Rockland. Camden and North
Rev John Alexander, Phd pastor
Haven, where she has been in the at Keuka. N Y„ and professor of
interest of the Sesqui-Centennial. Biblical literature in Keuka College. I
People are beginning to arrive by will preach Sunday morning and
boats and planes for the celebration. nig ht. Services at 11 o'clock and
A great many former Vinalhaven- 7.30 Dr. Alexander is a native of
ites. jilan to come to the town at the island. He graduated with the
that time It will also be Old Home highest honors from Bates College
Week
and received his PhD. from Yale
Graduates are expected to return ^University. For a time he was pas
today from their sight seeing trip tor in a Church near New Haven.
Angelcna D’Aga^tino. "Angle"
Jicrph Dondis,
“Yasie”
in Boston.
Dr. Alexander thinks of this com
Commercial
Latin
Scientific
Miss Fanny Ames who has been munity as his "home town". He is
teaching at Swan s Island, has le- held in the highest esteem by one
turned home
callers on Mr. and Mrs. W. M. New
and all.
A P P L E T O N R ID G E
There’s never any slow motion
At the 11 o'clock service at Union
bert
when “Lea" Dyer is in charge
Mrs. C. Wesley Cummings Mrs.
Church there will be communion.
Coming, at Calderwood hall, Mon
Leroy G ardner of Boothbay Har
W E Bradford and Lewis BoufTard
Rev Kenneth Cook will preach day June 26. Jimmie and Dick ol
bor
is spending the summer at Burt
morning and evening Special mu WBEI—two shows. 6.30 and 9 —adv. decorated for the coming summer of Augusta were guests recently of
Whitney's
Mrs. L. N Moody and Mrs. A. H
sic by the choir. Prayer meeting
72*75 business expected by Manager Her
Moody
Callers Sunday at Bert Whitney's
has been changed to Thursday
man Crockett.
night, on account of the Alumni
Mrs Alice Buck returned Wed- were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansom.
After
due
respects
had
been
paid
PO R T CLYDE
banquet, being held in the vestry
to a delicious chicken supper the nesday to the home of her parent Fred Elwell. Fannie Ryder and
June 27.
Mr and Mrs A H. Moody after be- |
.
The services Sunday in the Bap
. .
„„
„
, ,
Siuie Hanscm of Camden; Mr. and
business meeting got underway with
mg a patient at Knox Hospital for '
tist chapel will be: Worship in the
Mrs. Arthur Grover and daughter of
morning at 10.30 with the pastor King Lion O. V. Drew, presiding several days.
S W A N S ISLA N D
Reports
were
heard
from
several
Ruth Moody who has been a pa-J Roclclant1
speaking on "Paul's Glory;" Sunday
Betty Snell of Kennebunk is School at 11.30; evening praise serv committees and then the following tlent for a week a t Knox Hospital ( Stuart Burgess of Rockland was
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. ice a t 7 o'clock. The sermon will be were voted Into membership of the is a t the home of her parents and guest speaker at the Appleton Community Club on Wednesday even
Nettie Milan.
based on the subject "'Wells.” There club: William Warner, jr., Harold is gaining rapidly.
Mrs Emma Prock of Lincolnville will be a prayer service Thursday Vinal and Leo W Lane. King ILiou
Mr and Mrs. Johnson Pitman ing. His subject was "The Differ
Drew had the retiring tail twister, were Waldoboro visitors recently.
ent Courts and Their Functions."
recently visited her aunt, Mrs Net at 7.30.
O. C. Peaslee present the officers
tie Milan.
Mrs Erma Robbins of Ghent spent He took us behind the scenes at
elect before him. and with a brief Sunday with her sister Mrs. Fthel court so that we might understand
Mrs Elizabeth Morse is in Rock
O W L ’S H E A D
but impressive eereony inducted Edgecomb
bow a person got before the court
land for a week
the offlcers-elect into their respec
Dr B H Kellar. Dr Peabody of and how they get htm out. He
Mrs James Tinker and children
Owl's Head Grange will hold a
Thomaston and Dr. I. P Tuttle were spoke of the Judicial system, con
Marlyn and Joanne, and Mrs supper Monday night at 6.30 and tive offices.
The newly elected board consists professional callers Monday in this sisting of four courts, but spoke
Henry Tinker and son Henry of Frank A. Winslow, associate editor
mostly of the process used in the
Thomaston are visiting their par of The Courier-Gazette will give of L B Dyer. King Lion; E. L. Glid- vicinity.
Charlene Hut us recent ly spent a civil part of the Municipal Court at
ents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stanley.
one of his popular lectures "Knights den, vice president; C. C. Web
Mrs. Edna Mohler of Harrisburg. of the Road," a fascinating resume ster, secretary; E. G. Carver, treas few days with her sister Mrs. Bea Rockland which serves all of Knox
County. H e described the writ,
P a . accompanied by her invalid of motor tours through northern urer; Joseph Headley, tail twister. trice Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M Newbert were gave an explanation of the sum
mother, arrived Wednesday Other New England and Canadian prov- A special office was created for Lion
mons. and judgment.
members of the Mohler family are ( |nc«,5 Each member may invite ope Peaslee to be known as The Grand callers last Saturday in Belfast.
Omnipotent Keeper of the Unbrok
Alton Andrews and daughter Je n 
also In their cottages.
guest..
en Seal, and Minister Extraordinary nie M Gushce and Mr and Mrs. COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
into Foreign 'Lands and Research. Allen of Northport were recent
WORK WONDERS
I t is expected to be a howling suc
cess.
After the close of the business
session the speaker of the evening
was introduced by Past King Lion
“JU A R EZ"
Isaac Calderwood, and the speaker
•W. A. 'Wheeler of Portland delivered
a very instructive and interesting
discourse on the railroads and their
present financial troubles. Infor
mal questioning followed and Mr.
Wheeler showed an unusual knowl
edge and grasp of present condi
tions affecting the railroads of the
country. Although he was a guest
of. and spoke in a town that had
no railroad connections, everybody
in the gathering knew that the
railroads are still of vital import
ance to them and their communi
ties.
The guests were Lewis Burgess of
North Haven. K. R. Spear of Rock
land. H. E. Bern an of Lisbon Falls,
J. Kenneth Black of Nashville.
Tenn.. Harold Vinal of New York,
Janice Logan, member of Paramount’s “Golden Circle" is the unwill and Rev. Kenneth Cook and Wil
ing witness to the criminal activities between undercover doctor J. Carrol liam Warner. Jr., of Vinalhvaen.
NaWt and public enemy Broderick Crawford, in Paramount's “Undercover
The new officers take over club
D octor.'—adv.
with the best wishes of the members
and prospects good for a successful
year

Vinalhaven Lions

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

S E A R S , R O E B U C K & CO .
Desires a smart young business woman as sales representative
to manage Rofkland catalogue order office. Must have selling
ability, personality and should be well known resident of
Rockland. Oive complete information as to education and
general experience fitting you to contact Sears' customers,
wiry you think you are qualified for this position, and descrip
tion of yourself. No reply lacking complete Information will
be considered. Regular salary and real opportunity for right
person.
74-75

Mrs. Everett Fish of Appleton
spent last weekend with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Carolyn Leigher
Callers last Saturday at Robert
Esancy's were Mr. and Mrs. John
Simmons, Clyde Simmons. Virgil
Simmons. John Bradstreet of North
Union. Mrs. Abbie Rowell of Burkettville and Mrs. Verna Holt of
Portland.
Mr and Mrs Stanley Jones and
children of Razorvllle were guests
Sunday at Frank Esancy’s. Rich
ard Edgecomb and Miss Evelyn Oxton of Liberty were also callers at
the Esancy home
Mrs. Marguerite Schellhorn and
friend of Charlestown, Mass., passed
last weekend with her mother, Mrs.
Affle Plummer.
Carleton Robb'ns of South Union
visited his grandmother, Mrs. Leila
Turner last weekend.
—By The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs Aubert Leigher and
T his giant lobster w as eaught at Vinalhaven seven years ago. Smaller, children and Mrs. Mary Fish were
but better ones, will be served during the Sesqui-Centennial.
callers Sunday at Edson Wellman's
J in West Washington.
[ Miss Minnie Light has been in til
T"~'

—

UNDER A RIVER AND OVER IT

i health.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Leigher. ac(Continued from Page One)
i~
con’Pnnle<1 Mr- anri Mrs
_____
W ar President, Woodrow Wilson i' Light
and Mr. nnd Mrs. Herbert
portunity to see the Philadelphia it was a Colonial mansion indeed
.
.
...
.
.
| Cunningham of Washington on a
waterfront, the Wanamaker build- wjQ,
huge white pillars running J |)icnlc Sunday at the park In
i n ( , Gimbcl Bros, store. Masonic around the broad verandah on three i Liberty.
Temple. Temple University, Temple sWcs of ,hP houae. I was much! Mr and Mrs Carl SukeforUi.
Hospital, the Evening Post and La- ' relieved to find that there were n o ! daughter Anna and granddaughter
dies' Home Journal established by Jersey mosquitoes in circulation, Nancy Curtis were callers Friday
the late Cyrus H K. Curtis, the but something else kept us from eventng at the home of Aubert
Broad Street Station and Cramps enjoying "Nature's sweet restorer,’’ Leigher.
Mr and Mrs Percy Winchester
Shipyard, no longer in operation and that was the Incessant passing
I was especially interested in the of motor cars. Counting the sheep and two children of Burkettvillc
Cramps yard for It used to send as they jump over a fence is the and their guests from Waltham,
many warships to the Rockland popular method of inducing sleep. Mass., were recent visitors at the
Course for trial, and a t one time I but it would have required an add- home of Arthur Leigher
personally knew most of the cor- ing machine to keep the tally of
poration's leading officials. Our those motor cars Despite this fact
C U SH IN G
guide Intimated th a t steps were Wc enjoyed a well earned rest; and
William McNamara has returned
being taken looking to its revival, were in a fine mood for the apOur guide accepted our invita- petizing breakfast which the pro- from a two weeks visit with Posttton to dine with us, and escorted prietress. Mrs W Applegate, served j master and Mrs. Peterson at Green
! Lake.
us to Beck's, and when we stepped early in the morning
Mr and Mrs Donald Knapp and
(To be continued!
from our car in the heat of the day
two daughters of Friendship are
it was into a dining room, air con
I occupying the Bedell cottage which
ditioned and so delightfully cool
ST. G E O R G E
j they recently b. ught.
th a t we doubly enjoyed the excellent
Eureka Lodge. F.A.M will attend
h L. Killeran is recovering from
repast set before us. I brought away
as a souvenir what I had supposed special services at the T enant's: illness whic-i confined him to his
was a menu card, and to my sur- Harbor Church Sunday at 10 30 , home the best few days.
i Mrs. Lizz'f Malorey has reiUGied
prise I find that it is one of the j a. m
Ex-AldPrman George F Nichols i ,rcm a v»»it with her daughter Mrs.
wine lists, containing such an array
of drinkables as to be fairly stag had company the other day Mr ' Clltlord Shuman, her son Edward
and Mrs. Alfred Cahill and Mr and and family motoring there for her
gering
Mrs John Vanderholt, Mrs. Ethel Sunday.
Sleep In a Colonial Manar
Wc left Philadelphia—happy with Nirhols and James Calder, all of
Mrs. W C. Maloney pleasantly
our first impression of the city, and Mr Nichols'former home city. Ev- entertained the Helpful Club at her
well satisfied with our four hours' erett. Mass. Mr Cahill is chairman home Thursday night Present were
stay there.
' of the Board of Fire Comtssloners Mr and Mrs. Westoh Young, Mr.
Nightfall found us signing the and Mr Vanderholt Is a former fire and Mrs Warren Krtight, Mr and
register of Colonial Manor on R. D ; commissioner.
Mrs. Charles Knight and their
2, in Princeton N. J —the home of a ,
-----------------1granddaughter
Miss
Constance
Knight. Refreshments were served.
very famous college and our World i Read The Courier-Gazette

Off THIS

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Correspondents and contributors
are asked to write on Only One
side of the paper

MODERN WOMEN
N m J N o t S«a«r monthly tw in and delay due to
rolde, nervous strain, exposure or sim ilar causes.
Chi-e.hee-tera Diamond h r and T il la are effective,
reliab le and gi ve Quick Relief bold by
a lld ru g estefo ro ver50ye ara. A d i for

CHICHESTERS PILLS

Write “R. C. S. CO." Care The Courier-Gazette

NO . B U R K E T T V IL L E

A Giant Lobster

'TNI IIAMOMD

BKANb*.

•rrrnt M

o iM w o f/ir at Gw or
w r /x x /ffr
or
H o w s your g a s m ile a g e ’ D o e s th e n eedle on you r g a u g e
se e m to h u r r y from “F u ll” to “ E m p ty " ? If it d o e s, you
o u g h t to o w n a n Olds. F or h e r e ’s o n e car th a t step s
righ t o u t— g i v e s you p ick -u p , p ep and brilliant action
w ith o u t p e n a liz in g your p o ck etb o o k . O lds is an e c o 
nom ical car to d r iv e , in e v e r y w a y . You pay a lo w price
to begin w i t h — y o u get good v a lu e w h e n y o u trad e it
in . It s a v e s y o u m on ey e v e r y m ile on g a s an d oil —
s a v e s on t ir e s an d m a in te n a n c e , too. Y ou c a n ch eck
th e se facts b y ta lk in g w ith O ld sm ob ile o w n e r s . O r you
c a n look at t h e r ec o rd —O ld s to o k first place in its class

in 1939 in th e fam ous G ilm o re - Y o se m ite E c o n o m y
R un, a v e r a g in g 21.4 m iles p e r g a llo n . O lds is a 6 /4 car,
a lu x u r y c a r — bu ilt to q u a lity sta n d a rd s th r o u g h and
th ro u g h . C o m e In and s e e u s today. D r iv e an O lds.
Y o u ’ll be a m a z e d at the v a lu e a lo w price b u y s in O lds!

” 'n X

'

ob»»..fon o„‘ "

Mich. p riee
bum pers. ba
™ ' m t tu be S t a t e d ,
n? • Optional eauJi

T - '
• '" • ( • /m e a l p ,a„

Bette D avis, a s Carlota. com es to plead for help from Napoleon (Claude
Rains) and E ugenie (Gale Sondcrgaard) in “Juarez.’

Here is blazing history written in
the lifeblood of a great nation! Here
Is strange conflict between a man
without mercy and a woman without

fear! Here is pomp, romance, strug
gle, glory . . . combining to make
drama the screen has never ap 
proached beforet—adv.

F IR E P R O O F G A R A G E C O .
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Every-O ther-Day
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Page Six

Mr. and Mrs, Earl Brown and son
Rodman, Mrs. Leon Auger and
Advertisements In this column not
daughter Miss Leola Auger re
to exceed three lines Inserted once lor
f t f t f t ft
ft ft ft ft
Is Dedicated Marker A t B e 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
turned to Portland last night after
GIRL wanted for general housework,
ditional lines five cents each for one
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
G IL B E R T H A R M O N
attending the Grafton-Woodcock
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
ginning
O
f
C
oos
Trail—
time. 10 cents for three times. Five m ust be capable, cheerful, fond of
A group of girls from the 7th and
children;
references required
Write
small
words
to
a
line.
Correspondent
Correspondent
wedding. They were accompanied
Correspondent
'X ' care The Courier-Gazette
73*75
8th grades are enjoying a houseA D. A . R. Affair
Z*N
on
return
by
Miss
Marjorie
Wood
ft ft ft ft
ft ft 55 ft
HELP
wanted
In
restauraut
1
1
1
city.
party this week at the Britto cot
cock who will visit Mrs. Auger a few
Write ' R." care The Courier-Gazette,
Tel.
2228
About
150
members
of
the
DiughTelephone
713
tage,
Megunticook
Lake.
Hiking
Tel. 190
giving name, addicas. experience 73*75
days.
to Camden to attend the movies ters of the Aniercan Revolution
I XPERrENCED g a rd n e r wants work,
. Capt. William Baker and John
will do anything; best of references.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met
Thomas Aylward is visiting Mr. and swimming are popular diver gathered cn Winthrop Hill. Hallo
Mr. and Mis. Truman Sawyer i _
, _ .,
. _
„
ROY
GASPER, Beechwood St . Thom
• I Severn of Bridgeport, Conn., have Wednesday at the church vestry
____ 75 77
and Mrs. Kenneth Kuhn in Orono. sions. Those in the party are well. Tuesday to dedicate a marker A pig found1. Owner can have same, aston
went yesterday to Whitman. Mass.,
by
paying
for
this
advertisement
ALEbeen guests of Mr. and Mrs Bowdoin for an all-day session. Two quilts
GIRL of 18 desires position as
Louise Veazie, Betty Holmes, Ruth erected at the beginning of the Coos FKSI RA1TA. East Friendship. 75*lt mother's
to attend the reunion of the HumeKendric
Libby
and
Gilbert
Leadhelper Apply BOX 127. Vlnal' Grafton the past several days.
were tacked. Next week Mrs. Jose
Robinson. Dorothy Havener, Chris Trail. It is the custom of the State
73*75
Ross families. While there they
CLASS ring '41 lost. Thursday night haven. Me
Mrs. Edith Hill returned to Read phine Wall will be tlie Irostess at better have returned from a busi
H D. S Reward. Return to
WORK wanted by a student of Cas
tine Newhall, Beverly Havener, Society of the D A.R. to mark some initials
are guests of Mrs. Sawyer’s brother, ing, Mass, yesterday after spend
ness trip to Bangor
MRS SMALL. Senter Crane's.
75-77 tine Normal echool who has received a
historic spot in Maine every two
an afternoon session a t her home
James Ross.
scholarship at U. of M Calk 8-24 or
Mrs. Rollo Gardner has returned ' Huth McMahon, Gloria Witham.
hereby given of the Ivow write ALBERT E HILL. Warren 74*76
ing the past week here as guest of
Mr. and Mrs Douglass L. Payson home after spending a few dayi | EUlne Poust. Pauline Havener. Joan years and this year the Coos Trn.l of NOTICE—Is
deposit
book
numbered
4955
and
the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slader and William I>enfest.
CHILDREN wanted to board Nice
was chosen. This Trflil was blazed owner of said book a*ks for duplicate in
had as dinner guest Wednesday En
Dorothy Childs Katherine
Mr and Mrs. Charles Knights are
accordance with the provision of tlie pleasant home w.th mother's care TEL
Mr. and Mrs. Weston A. Young sign Frank C. Perry of Lincolnville at Bristol as guest of Mr and Mrs.
through the wilderness in 1803 from State Law. KNOX COUNTY TRUST 709-J.
74-76
Clifton
Redonnet.
1
Blackman
and
Virginia
Glidden
of
spending the weekend in Beverly, are attending the S ta te Shoot at
Warren Branch
By Earle McIn
the top of Winthrop Hill to the set Co.,
GOOD second hand Clarion stove
Beacli.
Calais.
Mrs.
Charles
McMahon
is
tosh.
Treasurer,
Rockland.
Maine,
June
Mass , guests of Mrs. Albert Teague. Skowhegan today and tomorrow.
wanted, pool table, bowling alley, Ice
The Girl Scouts are on a week':,I
tlement at Errol in the White 16. 1939
72-8-78 cream cooler Write "H D C.” care
Miss Oertrude Havener of Ports
| chaperone.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knights. mouth. N. H , is visiting her grand camping trip at Fisher's Pond at
The Courier-Gazette
74*76
Mountains of New Hampshire. The
King Ripley of Seattle, Wash, who Mr. and Mrs. W arren Knights and
RGIRL or middle-aged woman, wanted
State
Society
of
New
Hampshire
Is
mother, Mrs. Gertrude Havener for South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Carlson and
for general housework. Finnish pre
lias been visiting both families here Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young were
Scott Roberts has rented the Cecil .son Robert of Houston, Texas are planning to place a marker in the
ferred; must be able to answer business
a few days.
the past week.
telephone; good home for right party;
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Mrs.
Bertram Gardner and Young cottage at Hosmer's Pond for visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. near future at the end of the Trail « • « * * * < » _ > references required Write to "G." In
Alfred Newcoinbe of Galesburg, Maloney at a meeting of the Help daughter Rhea have returned to the summer.
care The Courier Qazette.
74*76
in
this
town.
At
the
present
time
Keep Also a guest is Mr. Keep's
RUMMAOE sale—bed. dresser: patch
111, is visiting his brother Edward ful Club of Cushing Thursday their home in Rockland after
woman wants position
Miss Dorothy Baker is at her home sister. Mrs. Mabel Upham of Hous the State School for Girls occupies work pieces; clothing. 19 GREENEST,. asMIDDIE-aged
for man alone or fam 
______________73*lt ily housekeeper
Newcombe.
night. There were 27 present and spending a week at the home of in Portland for the summer vaca
of two. Inquire 122 THOMASTON
the site on the top of the hill. The Thomaston
ton.
S
T
,
city
73 75
LIVE bait, hore minnows, auto raDr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson and beano furnished amusement. Mr. Mrs. Mabel H. Withee.
several brick buildings and the spa i dlator
tion.
repairing a specialty.
Work
I want to buy for cash used hunting
Knights
and
Mrs.
Young
won
Mr. and Mrs. Louts Van de KerRev. and Mrs. O. Lou Pressey re
Miss Louise Faster of Portland cious grounds overlooking the Ken guaranteed. ROCKLAND RADIATOR rifles and shot guns. R E NUTT,
Miss Louise Nash, daughter of
WORKS Tel. 1315. Public Landing P ad Shoe Store. 436 Main St , Rockland
choven of Bethel are weekend guests prizes.
turned Friday to Patten after Mr. and Mrs. Harold H Nash, Mel is the guest until the Fourth of her nebec river for miles was a beauti
73*75
Mrs. C. 8. Emery of Portland is spending a week a t their home on
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Taylor.
ful
setting
for
the
occasion.
vin Heights, and Ellery Huff of grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
S C R I. Red started chicks. U. S. PulThe members of the Mary Kelton lorum clean, on dlspluy at Delaware
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets visiting her daughter Mrs. Earl Spear street.
Pittsfield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ar W. Fuller.
Feed Store Park St., city and at my
Dummer Chapter of Hallowell were farm. Write or phone for prices. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berkowitz thur Huff of Norridgewock, will be
Wednesday for work at 2 o'clock, Woodcock until Sunday.
M KINNEY. Thomaston; St George
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dinsmore and daughter with Mr. Berkowitz's
business meeting at 5 and a straw
Miss Hazel Day of Chestnut Hill, hostesses and all arrangements for Rd
married Sunday afternoon at 230
, Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14 73*75
berry festival under the manage of Laconia, N. H„ were overnight mother, arrived Friday to occupy at the home of her parents. Rev Mass., was a visitor in tire city the day's program were made by COCA COLA barrels lor sale. 10 gal
APARTMENT In brick bouse to let,
Price right.
JACK GREEN'S on Talbot Ave. hill, all modern Newly
ment of the men of the church, guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs the Pressey house for the season.
W. F Brown of the Baptist Church yesterday on the way to Fairfield. them under the able chairmanship size.
decorated
OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
75-77
of the Regent, Mrs. Howard E. An store. 246 Main St.. Tel. 594-W
Dr. James Herlihy of New Mil officiating. Miss Nash has been a
with Rev. Mr Perron in charge J. B Paulsen.
Tel. 568-W.
71-76
Mrs. Ruth Gray is spending the ford, Conn., arrived Thursday and
plants for sale at half price,
Mr and Mrs. Alfred A. Byrnes of drews. A short business meeting toPANSY
There will be a program in the eve
UPSTAIRS apartment to let. three
teacher in the public schools of
clear beds. ROY GASPER. Beech rooms,
use of bath: suitable for two;
weekend in Portland with relatives. will occupy “Wee Housie" for the
75-lt
ning.
Norridgewock for the past few Natick. Mass., are making a week's was held at 11 o'clock in the school wood S t , Thomaston.
adults only. 17 CRESCENT ST . city.
The
W.C.T.U.
m
et
last
night
in
75*77
summer.
Members of the Baptist Choral
years, and Mr. Huff teaches in the visit with Mr and Mrs. William E. auditorium with the State Regent, ANTIque divan lor sale, best oner
Mrs. Fred C. Morgan presiding. The tMtes^it- Rgy gasper . Beechwood
FIRST floor anartment lo let. live
Rev J. W. Hyssong and family manual training department at Burns. West Meadow Road.
Society are to be the guests Tues the Congregational Church parlor,
75-77 rooms, bath; unfurnished. 65 NORTH
St.. Thomaston.
welcome was given by Mrs. Andrews
74-tf
day night of Mr. and Mrs Fred several guests present as well as a are expected home today from a two Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield
SEEDLINGS for sale— asters, soap MAIN S T
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Perry and Mr. and the response by the State Vice dragons, zinnias; geraniums In bloom.
'iHREE modern apartm ia.s to let.
Butler at a chicken : upper at 6 good attendance of members in weeks’ vacation with relatives in They will reside in Pittsfield.
10 weeks stock, annual larkspur; extra MRS C M LIoVKE at the Wall Paper
o'clock preceding the regular re cluding Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, Philadelphia. He will occupy his
74-76
John Good and Milford Payson and Mrs. Hervey C. Allen were mo- Regent, Miss Margaret McIlroy nice double petunias lor window boxes. Store.
Mrs.
Alice
Gordon.
Mrs.
Laura
coming til bloom
CHARLES E
pulpit Sunday morning at the Bap left Friday by motor for the World’s toiing near Ripogenus Dam recent Greetings were extended uy Roy Just
hearsal.
EIGHT room house to let. with flush,
WADE.
70
Waldo
Ave
.
Tel.
1214-W
75-77
Seavey, Miss Stevens and Mrs. Iza tist Church.
12 Cedar St Reasonable rent Apply
• • • •
Fair and a trip through New York ly when a fawn trotted past their Evans, State President of the S.A.R. MALE, female Pekingese for Immedi MRS J A JAMKSON ffl 456 R 74-76
Teague
from
Warren.
Miss
Cran
car.
''Gee!”
said
(Ben,
"Id
like
to
Miss
Carmeta
Appleby.
State
Direc
Grafton-Woodcock Wedding
Miss Josephine Pitts left Friday State.
ate sale registered American Kennel
SfX-room tenement to let at 74
see a moose." Along came a moose tor of the C.A.R., Mrs Ralph Crock Club 38 State St., TEL 500 W 75*77 Mechanic S t . hath, hot water newly
The Methodist Church was the don after the brief business session for Boston and will join a group of
Rev. Weston P. Holman of the
renovated
TE1. 592-R or 1194 W 74 •76
scene of a very pretty wedding turned the meeting over to Mrs. Girl Scouts of Holliston on a week's Methodist Church was called to Je f and later a deer and a bear cub ett, State Regent of New Hamp- SECOND hand building material lor
SOME
man
evidently looklug lor
shire. Honorary State Regents and (KlU* At* ly at ,,ubles on undsey s t a good room Is
large, cosy, well located
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock Luther Clark, who a s local director, camping trip.
ferson Friday to officiate at the fu Yes. Maine is a good hunting
and
with
modern
conveniences. If so,
presented
interestingly
the
story
of
State, i
other guests. Miss Amy Armstrong [ three . pleCf parlor sulte (or
when Miss Elizabeth Woodcock be
Mrs. Stanley French and son neral of John H Wilber.
write to X L . The Courier-Gazette
the
growth
of
World
Flower
Mis
of
Machias,
the
Good
Citizenship!
$20;
leather
divan.
$5:
chair.
$150;
office.
75-tf
Stan ley of Camden were guests
came the bride of Forrest Grafton.
Knute Gauteson took T. W La- i M rs. A. B Richardson, daughter
.
.
,
.
| heater, $8. oil stove. $3: table. »1. C'UFFURNISHED home to let. near salt
Pllgrim. who was chosen at the | FORD CARROLL, Warren________ 75-77
Tile decorations were tlie work of sion since the small beginning in Wednesday at the home of Mrs mont's small boats to North Haven
Margaret and son Frederick have Marcli Conference to represent ; antique mantels lor sale, also etair- water at South Cushing ROSE ROB
members of tlie Federated Choral 1883 by Jennie Cassiday the valiant Frank Salisbury.
INSON. Thomaston
73*75
Friday for the season.
arrived Irom New York and are at Maine at the Continental Congres.-. oa-se stone steps, wide boards^ At Knox
invalid
girl
in
Kentucky.
Sketches
THREE
and
four
room
furnish
d
apt
Rev. N F Atwood Mrs. Gertrude
Association under the direction of
Yes. My Darling Daughter" with their Owl s Head siunmer home. Mr.
Manion. 35 Wadsworth St . Thomaston on Warren St . to let. Inquire 11
75-77 JAMBS ST
was present and gave a splendid re
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles and Mrs. were read by Mrs. Leach, Mrs. Havener, Mrs. Ethel York and Miss J
Lane and Jeffrey Lynn will
68-tl
Richardson sailed Wednesday on port of her visit to Washington and
WOODEN electric car body for sale.
Bowdoin Grafton assisted by Mrs Aaron Clark, Mrs Webber and Miss Mary' Havener motored Thursday,
lbe feature at the Comique
THREE five room tenements to l e t Formerly known as Central Maine No flush, lights and basements—$5 a m o n th
i he S. S Queen Mary for London the Congress.
Stewart;
and
Mrs.
Moore
sang
“The
John Creighton, and were excep
to Hope where they were callers on Theatre Sunday and Monday .
20
TEL 838-W. 165 BROADWAY. G. D. GOULD. Warren. Me
66-tf
where he will spend the next six
A delightful luncheon was served Cltv. Also 10 used automobiles priced
tionally beautiful, consisting of Garden of Prayer." July 28 is the Mr and Mrs. George Crane.
At the Methodist Church, worship weeks. Upon his return
__ he will be
FURNISHED apartment to let threi
under
»40
75*77
rooms, buttery shed MINNIE G MILBf
at the schcol. The tables were *n
A Children's D ay program by tomorrow will be at 10.30 sermon by
ferns and bridal wreath with pale date of the next meeting, and it is
for sale. CLARA COUHIO. 31 Ocean St.
67-t;
accompanied by his son Charles, keeping with the occasion with cen 14PEONIES
74*76
Pine St., city.
yellow and orchid iris the only planned to include an outdoor members of the Sunday School will the pastor, subject: "A Christian
FOUR-room
apartment
to
let
at
4{
who is a student at Westminster.
terpieces of red, white and blue flow MOTOR boat for sale. 19x5'^ ft., Grace St., all modern; adults only. TEL.
be given at the 11 o'clock service Home Music under the direction
touches of color on the white and picnic.
_____
copper
fastening.
4'y
h.
p.
Lothrop
e
n

!33
65-tl
Mrs. Bruce Peters and Miss Doris Sunday morning at the Methodist
ers; favors, salads and even the ice gine
green.
Bouquets of the bridal
ANDREW B OLSON corner
of A F Sherman. Bible classes and
Mrs Evelyn B Hlx ha5 w
HEATED furnished rooms and fur
Main St. and Ocean Ave . Owls nished
wreath and some particularly lovely Peters spent Thursday at Camp Church. There will also be a talk church school a t 11.45 Happy Hour \ j rs Elwood Tolman of Chicago. cream carrying cut the national col South
to let. FXJSS HOUS1
Head
74*76 77 Park apartment
St . Tel. 330
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Rockland Breakwater

Universalists Score By Putting Rockland On the
Air— Listen For “Sapphire Needle”

Tne wedding ot Miss Marie Dorgan of this city and Ralph Hurley j
Wednesday night the auditorium want to visit Rockland it sounded !
of Worcester, M ass, will take place
a t 830 Monday morning at St. of the Universalist Church was so grand.” Concluding the intro
Bernard's Catholic Church,
filled with an interested audience ductory remarks the Men's Chorus
to witness a program unique in the
sang "Rocked In The Cradle of the
Brotherhood Class of the First history of this city, "Rockland On
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with
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Rock
Mr and Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
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talent of Rockland had been anne Bullard singing "When I
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After
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by
Miss
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Rhodes
In
famous hotels on the coast of [ thuslast.
the first side with a reading, the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A Rose, re Baptist Church at 6 o'clock
and
M rs. Harbour Mitchell, Mrs.
Tlie musical program will consist (
making the arrangements and Mrs. patriotic "The Americans Come" by rather wish they might have been Maine, will open for Its 38th season
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special,
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While the record was being turned
Miss Rutli Rhodes, who Ls the guest hosts to members and husbands of
Prior to the recording program a for the second part of the recording pects to fix these things up to ad Railroad, will again be under tlie chestra. which is under the direc- j Charles B Fritz, Edgewater Park,
of Miss Marion Ludwick and Mrs. Christmas Sewing Club Wednesday
N. J.; Charles McDowell. G erm an
vantage in 1940.
niusicale was given by Charles Kil
management of Sheridan W. Scott, lion of Mr. Crayden. also plays for ! town; Mrs. Oeorge Montgomery,
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During
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mer, recording technician, playing most silence that was necessary
who Is returning for his 12th season.
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Who can tell what the pinball Mr. Scott who has been associated season there will be bridge parties, Milford, Del.; Mr . and Mrs. B.
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during
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process.
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Tracy
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game is? It Ls played on a machine
Hammond in tlie church. Tlie Knox
Storer sang the well known spiri and that gives me a little fear of it. for many winters witli the Florida are featured certain nights.
Mrs. Thomas Anastasio returned
who will accompany her to the camp
Blakely, Elkins Park.
County Men's Chorus sang a group, tual “Deep River" and then Esther
East Coast Hotel Company as as
goes from there to Lewiston where yesterday from Boston accompanied
• • • •
Also John Barbey, Howard L. Hoft,
the first number being the "Song of
Tlie
Samoset
will
again
have
two
sistant manager at The Breakers
ahe will visit her uncle John Welt. by Mr. and Mrs. John Carresi and A Soldier" and followed by "Blessed Perry Howard sang the religious
A sweet story comes from Mount
representatives from tthe Arthur i Reading, Penn.; Mr. and Mrs. H.
has
just
concluded
his
first
season
solo of Gounod "Ave Marla", the Vernon where a Scotch-born gar
Returning to Rockland she will b e ' three children, who will make a
C. Bretney, Jacksonville, Fla.; Mr.
joined by her husband who will I week's visit with Mr and Mrs. Anas- Is He T hat Readeth," Danny Patt. third number was a trombone solo dener picked a bouquet from hLs as manager of the Hotel Ormond at Murray School of Dancing who will
and Mrs. Irving N. Esleeck, Irving
give
exhibitions
of
ball
room
danc
the noted accordionist, played for
by Florian Clark "My Song of carefully tended garden and pre Ormond Beach, Florida.
spend his annual vacation here, i tasio.
ing. They will also conduct a N. Esleeck. Jr., Miss Eleanor
his selection the overture from
The Samoset, situated on a knoll,
Songs ' by Smith and Miss Gladys sented it to Queen Elizabeth. After
“Orpheus' his encore being a
"Champagne Hour" and it is hoped Esleeck. Greenfield, Mass.; Mrs. E
the
Shubert
"Serenade."
commands
a beautiful view of Pe
Eleven
members
of
Meadowbrook
The Sandal that made Mexico
ward he said. “I canna tell ye ex
to make the barn dance ail annual L. Stockder, Mrs. L. F. Berry, H artspirited
marcli.
For
his
second
famous!
The real handwoven Riding Club connected with Hill number Mr Kilmer played Merkel's Orant concluded the program with actly what Her Majesty said, al nobscot Bay and the mile long event.
Tlie downstairs cocktail lord. Conn.; Judge Victor B WoolAt the conclusion of the recording though she was quick to ease ma breakwater, directly In front of the
Huarache in natural, all white or crest Riding Academy, most of them 2nd Symphony, the audante and
lounge which has been refurnished ley and Mrs. Woolley, Mr. and Mrs.
colorful combinations. They feel on horseback, were entertained at finale movements, tits eucore might the fun was had for the record twa: nervousness. It's Just th a t her house, affords safe anchorage for will feature dancing and the smaller John A. Woolley, Wilmington. Del.;
fuinou.-ly soft and cool on your feet. an old fashioned supper Sunday have profaned the house in which played back so that eacli and every loveliness takes the breath and yachts, and to tlie west may be lounge at the entrance lo tlie din MLss Annie Fuller, Cambridge,
seen the Camden Hills. It Ls sur
Dhect from Mexico to you! Black- night by Mr and Mrs. Ralph L. it was played if it were not for tlie one could hear how either he or she memory oot of a man."
ing room will be open for the cock Mass ; Judge R V Fletcher, W ash
Wiggir.,
at
tlieir
farm
in
Warren.
rounded by spacious grounds and
sounded
and
it
is
not
amiss
to
say
ington's.- adv.
tail hour preceding lunch und din ington. D. O ; Mr and Mrs. W. M
skill
of
the
organist
(or
lie
played
Fresh asparagus, cut on the place,
that the program will be one that I The United States got a very good here one may enter into all tlie
Pletcher, Chicago. Illinois; Justice
ner.
his
own
variation
of
that
childhood
Corn.ng at Pastime, Wiscasset. was one of tlie good things served favorite "Chopsticks " A new voice citizens of Rockland will be proud i bargain when it bought Florida various activities or find seclusion
William R. Riddell and Mrs. Rid
Miss
Pauline
Ricker
is
returning
Sunday. June 25 Jimmie and Dick Tlie beautiful horses and im that lias tlie promise of something to hear on the air. So when you , from Spain and paid them a bit und quiet.
dell. Toronto, Canada; Mr. and Mrs.
lor
her
fourtli
season
as
director
promptu show, given by some of Hie
hear an announcer say that this is jess than (7.000.099 for the great
Golf is one of tlie foremost pas of social activities.
of WEKI two shows 6 30 and 9
H. H lee, Wilmington, D e l.; Mr.
greater was heard next when Jose
times of tlie summer colunv und tlie
adv
73*75 members in an adjoining field, add phine Buckminster, of Owl's Head, the Saphire Needle program on an tract of winter playground.
and Mrs. A D Williams, Richmond,
Among
the
New
Yorkers
having
ed interest and made an impressive
NBC network listen attentively for
picturesque course follows tlie shore
Va ; Mrs Oeorge M Snow, Provi
14
years
of
age
sang
th
a
t
lovely
reservations
are
Mrs.
Charles
W
' picture. Tlie long line of horses,
It might well be the recording made
When a child, tlie writer was kept for some distance before turning in Baker. Mrs. F E. Ballard. MLss dence Mr and Mrs. Allan P. Mac
ballad
"Will
You
Remember,”
her
wending their way homeward, was
in Rockland
awake many a night by the distant land toward tlie pine woods. Tlie Blanche Spadone, Mr. and Mrs. Kinnon. Winchester, Mass.; Mr. and
voice although untrained allowing
a sight to be long remembered, and
As interested as the artists were howling of wolves. They have been first tee and tlie last green are lo
great
promise.
Miss
OlaJys
Grant
Walter T Stern, Miss Priscilla Mrs. E J Gallagher. Mr and Mrs.
the gracious hospitality of the Wig
to hear their work so also were pretty well killed off now Mid no cated at the door o i the hotel. A
und
Sophocles
Coax
tan
tine
then
Stern,
Mrs. Albert Haustetter, Mr Robert H. Oross, Boston; Mr. and
gins keenly appreciated. There will
those people behind the scenes, tlie longer found in National Parks.
championship
tournament
and' and Mrs. W. B. Merlin, Mr. und Mrs. Mrs. R. J Fletcher, Bethesda, Md.;
sang
a
duet
"I^ad
Kindly
Light.”
be other picnics later, as there is a
accompanists. The excellent work
• • • •
weekly Ridker's tournaments are
F. S. Falk, Miss Sarah Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. Charles B . Hawley,
soft dirt road to the farm, excellent The conclusion of the first part of of Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Nettie
sponsored
by the management.i Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Pieper. Mrs Miss E W Hawley, Mias Ann Haw
Isn't
it
encouraging
to
hear
the
the program was the grand voice
, for riding.
Averill. Miss Margaret Stahl and whistles in the harbor mornings | The putting tournament is a week
of Francis Havener Jr., whose lilt
George R. Westerfield, Mrs. A S. ley. C. B. Hawley, Jr., Washington,
Mrs. Elsa Constantine was a pleas and realize that the waterfront is ly event also. Following the tour
ing baritone was heard in Youmans
Carman. The Misses Anna and D C ; Mr and Mrs. C. J. Layfield.
ure to hear and the direction of again a busy place? Such a fine nament there is music and tea is
familiar "Through The Years."
Florence L. Logan and Mr and Mrs. Scranton, Penn.
Sophocles Constantine of the Men's haibor deserves an active day and served on the green. Louis Forte
Following a short intermission to
Watson H. Oaldwell of Brooklyn
The Misses Letitia and Frances
Chorus was grand to watch.
boats loaded with food from the of Palm Beach ts the professional will be season guests.
get the apparatus ready, everything
Pearson of Brooklyn opened their
deep are doing their bit to bring in charge
was set for that highly important
Others from the metropolitan cottage Wyndy Haugh the middle
MRS. CHARLES S. MAXCY
people back to the more abundant
Tlie outdoor salt water pool, area include Mr. and Mrs. L. E. of June Mr and Mrs. J . Scott
business of the evening the record
life.
which may be healed on c l o ! days, Freeman, Mr and Mrs. A. J. Fed Fowler. Oak Lane, Phila., will again
ing of the voices and instruments.
An illness lasting only a few days
• • • •
is another popular spot. Beside erer, Maplewood, N J.; MLss Lillian occupy Tlie Flume Cottage; Dr. and
A battery of two delicate micro terminated yesterday in the death
California, it Ls said, has 24 000,- the pool are the tennis courts. The
phones had been arranged on the of Margaret E.. wife of Charles 8
000 acres of public owned forest swimming and tennis is under the Scott. East Orange. N J ; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beardwood, Miss Debo
stage and a red light to signify that Maxey. Tlie deceased was a native
land. I would like an estimate of direction of James Oalian From ; Mrs, J B. Throckmorton, Vincent rah Beurdwood Master Donald
all must be quiet while the record of Rockport, daughter of S. W. and
' R. Schenck. R Percy Schenck. Jer Beardwood, Master Joseph BeardMaine's public owned forests.
the west verandah cne inay easily sey City; Mr. and Mrs. J W Fos wood Jr., arrive soon to occupy their
ing was in progress All final in Frances i Veazie I Banks.
• • • •
view the water carnival nnd the an ter. Trenton. N J ; Mr. and Mrs. 1cottage 8horeholm; Mrs. Andrew
structions iiad been given and the
She was a member of the First
Sci ntists say that for some un
word to start was said. Against Baptist Church and Miriam Re known reason, more young women nual tennis tournament held luring William H Koop, Miss Dorothy McBurney of Philadelphia has
the humming of the Men's Chorus bekah Lodge cf this city and of Har in the age group from 15 to 30 die August.
I Koop, Essex Falls, N. J.
leased the Russell Cottage for the
There are many ssenio drives
Albert McCarty, the master of cere bor Light Chapter. Order of the from tuberculosis than men
Other guests from Philadelphia season Mr and Mrs. Andrew Mc
I
monies, read a paper giving a pic Eastern Star and Penobscot View wonder if women and girls are more nearby which contrlbu'e to the and vicinity are Mrs. T. J. Berry. Burney, Jr. and Frank McBurney
pleasure of the motorist. At lake Mrs. J. J. Curran, Judge Otto R. ' will visit during the siunmer. Mr.
torial account of Rockland and Orange cf Rockport.
careless of dress?
Megunticook, nine miles distant, Ileiliginan, Mrs. J R Nelson, J R and Mrs. William J. Collins and
some of its history, as a person on
• • • •
Besides her husband she leaves
there is good fresh water fishing and Neison, Jr., Charles H. Thompson, their two sons Robert and Richard
the street expressed it “it made me two sisters. Mrs Orace E Ford of
Who wrote this;
Oakland, Calif. and Mrs Katherine "Though we earn our bread, my it ls possible to arrange for deep sea Mr. and Mrs. M W. Clement, i will open their cottage for tlie sea
fishing. In Rockland, there is a i Charles J. Eisenlolir, David C. son--By Pauline Ricker.
friend.
S. Dow of Rockport; two daugh
By
the
dirty
pen,
we
shall
be
M onday and T u esd ay
ters, Mrs. Gladys Keller of W»xt
the ball are for the purpose of rais- ! of any existing debts and boost
Rockport and Mrs. Elsie Merrill of What we can be, honest English
men.
Rockland, and two granddaughters,
lng
the remainder of the fund to Camden, "As Maine's Leading Win
____
Miss Dorothy Keller and Miss Ar Do the work that's nearest,
take care of its outstanding con ter Sports Resort."
Brilliant Sum m er E ven t At struction notes which have, in the
Though it's dull at Whiles,
lene Keller of West Rockport.
Funeral services will be held at Helping when we meet them,
Mr and Mrs. Oliver W . Holmes
Cam den — E xp ected To pas' two years, been cut down by
the Burpee funeral hems Sunday Lame dogs over stiles.”
$2000 During tills period, the Club and daughter Betty are spending
Clear Snow B ow l Debt
• • • •
at 2 p. tn„ Rev. J. Charles Ma itself lias been self-supporting.
tlie weekenJ at Stonington. They
Those
who
have
traveled
in
the
Donald officiating. Burial will be
The Snipe Boat which is lo be I
Requests for Information in ref
were
accompanied by Mrs. Ida
far
Northwest
remember
with
a
at West Rockport.
given away at the ball ls one of the '
thrill Mount Hood with her cap ol erence to the Outing Club Nautical exact designed racing boats which Maxey, who will visit her sister Mrs.
a new
frosting the year around. This Ball are coming from all the distant are now being constructed in Cam John Simpson and brother Jasper
M RS. MELLIE CLARK
a
points wherever members of the
Paramaaat
Chapin at Isle au H aut for two
type of mountain was built up by
club
are now visiting or living. Tht den for the Snipe boat races which i w eek s.
Plttara
Friends of Mts. Meliie Clark were materials thrown out by the craters
ball which is to be one of the big are rapidly becoming mast popular,
With
grieved to learn of her death which of volcanoes.
V
Other F ine S u tr ___ .
events of tlie summer season in on the entire Atlantic seaboard.
I'cvd
Nolan.
Janice
Logan,
L.
•
•
•
•
$ Sai! Boats.
2 5 c to $ 1 .0 0
occurred at her late home. 74 Cam
This boat Is being exhibited at 1C
Carrol Nafeh, Heather Angel
The teacher was trying to dem Camden, is expected to have all of
den street Wednesday after a long
Main street, Camden, and lias rapid
V Big R ag Dolls,
59c and $ 1 .0 0
the
1300
member.-,
as
well
as
2000
period of illness. Mrs. Clark wxs al onstrate the true meaning of the
FLAYING TODAY
ly captured the interest of all per- ’
C hinese Checkers,
50c and 8 9 c
ways cf a sunny disposition, taking word, “perseverance.” "W hat is it" guests in attendance when it is held , sons who have looked at it and the j
“SOUTHWARD HO”
CAMDKM
> W heel G oods,
98c and up
a keen interest in everyday hap- she asked, "that carries a man at the close of the season.
boat Itself has sold more tickets I
with GABBY IIAYES
Tire
Outing
Club,
which
hus
seen
enings. The surviving relatives arc along rough roads and smooth, up
w agons, doll carriages, etc.
Sunday-Monday, Ju n e 25-2$
than any individual
three sisters, Mrs. Lillian Bicknell, hills and down, through jungles during the past winter months more • “Everybody do a little work nn.l
COMING NEXT WEEK
Mrs. Hattie C. Kimball and Mrs and swamps and raging torrents?" •and more of its out-of-state m em -’ not a few do all the work." With
G A L A STAG E SH O W
“YES M Y D A R L IN G
There was a silence, then one bers coming down for weekends, is
Elizabeth Hahn of this city. Serv
this idea in mind, great things have
to
be
.congratulated
on
tlie
marvel-j
D A U G H TE R ”
hand
went
up,
"There
ain’t
no
such
ices will be held at the home at 2
with
ous way that it has taken care o f , been accomplished at the Snow
car."
o’clock i3unday.
Prim ilia Lane, Roland Young,
V
Our New Shipment Is l i n e
S&B
its financial matters. As the mem- [ Bowl at Hosmei Pond and if this J
Jeffrey Lynn an d Fay
bers and citizens of Camden know,1idea Ls ever kept in mind, the pro
W
L a rg e Size B a th
Bzlnler
ceeds
from
the
Nautical
Ball
this
the ball and the gift of the Snipe ,
with Pedestal like rut
“
summer
will
clear
the
Outing
Club
Boat, which is to be given away a'

w ----

THE FLEET’S IN
and only $1.00

Outing Club Ball

C O M IQ U E

W,

|
*

BIRD BATHS
S1'98

SU N .-M O N .-T U E S .

LAWN CHAIRS
M etal Chairs,

$1,9.3

Law n Chair with A w n in g
and Foot R est,

$ 2 .2 5

Oth< r In te r n a tio n a l
('< lh iru ttn n

P ro d u cts

Kelt x, 4H’s,
Kctrx, 12V, Regular,
Super ur Junior,

—By The Courler-Oazette.
L e a v in g R o c k la n d H igh S chool on th e “ last d a y .”

Quest,
K lctnex, 5OO's,
K lee

im

x. 200's,

O TH E R

5W

Fee Baby
S a n it a r y • Iff Ic la n t
U ia O n a a n d D tttro y

S A N IT A R Y

GOODS

--------tfd

.1

B R IA N A H E R N E
NOW PLAYING
“CONFESSIONS OF A NAZI

A n n ou n cem en t

SPY”

Vajad Napkins I2's, .12
Park Royal Tissues,

with
E D W A R D G . R O B IN S O N
FRANCES LE D E R E R

500’s,

ECONOMY BOX

P a r k K c y a l Tissues,
20fl’s,

500 SHEETS

Tam pax,

Rockland

Ideal Beauty Shop

Ttl. »W

Mrs. Kay Waterman Bisbee of Camden who formerly owned
and operated the Union Beauty Shop, will take full charge ol
the Ideal Beauty Shop during the absence of Mrs. Grover.
Mrs. Bisbee is an expert operator with considerable experi
ence and will welcome all patrons.
75‘ lt

Every-O ther-D ay
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Bounty On Seals

T H E L Y R IC M U SE

B ecom es Effective th e C om 
ing M onth — M arketing
O f Shrimps

$

A MAID CALLED MILLS

A isle s O f H op e
.In Inform al Chat .Ibout K nox Hospital—

Lakewood Theatre

"Kiss the Boys Ocodbye," Clare
W hom Y o u W ill T ake T o Your Heart W h en She Talks
' Booth's riotous comedy produced by
A bout H ouseh old M atters
Brock Pemberton, which has been

I selected for presentation by the
The cultivation of oysters, clams
J Lakewood Players during the week
(Monday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
and quahogs along the Maine coast
of July 3. is one of the biggest comWNAC. Boston: WTAO. Worcester; WC8H. Portland: WTIC. Hartford;
(The
Seventh
Installment
in
a
Series
of
Articles)
was described as having “great pos
I
edy
hits In recent years and LakePublication Limited to Brief
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
What our lightkeepers and
sibilities"
by
Arthur
R.
G
reenleaf'
wcod
Theatre s one of the first to
Poems
Food
lo
the
Fore!
in
all
instances,
and
in
fact
through
roaslguardsmrn arr doing to
of Original Composition
commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisnpresent the play outside of New York
protrrt coastwise shipping b.v
So
many
and
so
va
out
the
hospital.
Did
you
read,
horseradish,
grated
onion,
even
By Subscribers
day and by night. The day's
eries, at the weekly meeting of the
and those cities visited by two road
Disinfectant is sprayed through
ried are the elements
A n n Bachelor's curry pewder and of course, tomato
ncivs (roni many lonely out
Maine State Chamber of Commerce
companies.
the
kitchens
every
other
night.
contributing
to the
s t o r y a b o u t ketchup, chili sauce or crumbl®d
posts along Maine's waterfront.
The current play. “The Devil's
in Portland Wednesday.
HOMESICK
well-being of patients Woodwork, cupbords and silverware
B o s t o n 's own roquefort can be tried in French
| For The Courier-Gazette I
He said that a request for an ap
Disciple"
with charming Fay Wray
in a health institution are regularly cleaned by the w ait
Mother Gcose in i dressing for variety. And don't fall
The Cuckolds
propriation for study along this line Were you ever sad and lonely
of
screen
fame is proving a double
resses
while
the
janitor
cares
for
that it would be out of
the July Ladies to use Chiffonade dressing over
In a Strange and foreign place.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wcrthylake was cut frcm the budget this year. Where
hit, patrons enjtying both the play
each person vou encountered
the ceilings and walls. A speck of
the
question
to
accent
Home Journal?; mixed greens occasionally. The
and son Chester of Augusta spent but being a live subject would be Wore an unfamiliar face?
and Miss Wray. Tomorrow night
any department, yet it dirt is an infrequent and lonesome
And you felt as you strolled onward
D id y o u ever mingled flecks of bright red. green
Sunday with Kcepei and Mrs Quinn. arouse{j in the future Mr. Green- You -would give most all you own
the Fenton Brothers will be back
object
at
Knox
Hospital
is generally acknowl
step by to see and yellow look so attractive and
some one call your name out
Mrs. Quinn accompanied them back ;fa f told of research work done in ToInhear
again for another of the rrgui.tr
. . . .
a well remembered tone
edged that the dietary is high on
her grave in the taste mighty good too.
lo Augusta enroute to Red Beach to Maine waters in the past year and'
weeky
dances. There will be a mati
"Cleanliness" the Watchword
the list and looms a distinctly pleas
! Oh. the Joy that would Just All you
o ld G r a n a r y
Chiffonade Dresing
attend the graduation of Flaviila sa:d that a boat to studv the propa- As he'd slap vou on the bark,
nee
on
Saturday.
ing aspect on the horizon of con
Burying Ground
One tablespoon minefd parsley, 2 There will be a special matinee of
Lambe from Calais Academy.
gallon of various fish and other.
valescents.
by Park Street Church? I always tablespoons chopped canned pimen'o
First Assist »nt Davis and famllv work n uv soon become the perma- A» vour loneliness would vanish.
"Kiss the B:ys Goodbye" on the
Food—ah. there is something thev
.
.
.
! While with happiness you'd glow;
think how amazed she would be to 2 tablespoons minced green pepper,
enjoyed 34-hcur.s leave June 7 l.ent property Ot his department.
Fourth of July a t 2 30 p. w.
Oh. iwould make the biggest difference can fully understand. Judge and en
find children still loving her Tommy 1 tablespoon minced onion. 1 hardThey motored to Portland. Carl
seals, he said, have been found | Just to m eet some one you knowl
Elizabeth Love, ingenue with the
joy—and in many a case the tri
Tucker and Bcbby Shaftoe and all cooked egg, crumbled fine, 1 tableWells of South Portland returned particularly destructive to certain Tenants Harbor.
Players
will have the lead in "Kiss
daily tray is a brightening source
the funny souls in her rhymes three .spoon chopped ccoked beet,
with them to visit their son Alden. fishing interests and even have been |
X X X X
the
Boys
Goodbye' which is a take
of anticipation and interest, their
hundred years and mere after she
Mlx all together well, chill, and
Mr. and Mrs. Chase Wells were found feeding cn lobsters. A bounty1
off on the search for a girl to play
MARY FARMER
the
pet novelty so to speak. The guarcreated them. You know she wrote shake. Serve on any green salad,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Davis ccming of 81 per seal will become effective
IFor The Courler-Oazettel
the role of Scarlett O'Hara in the
dians of their recovery are closely modern means of disinfecting rooms them for her grandchildren and her cucumber or tomato salad.
A children's nurse—
through to get their daughter Carol. July 21. The commercial value of
film version of the novel "Gone
Well, what of that?
allied to this reaction also, as no l| approved by the Board of H ealth) son-in-law, a printer, bound up a
Mrs. Quinn returned to the sta the seals Is being investigated, he
A woman, that was she:
th ick en Fricassee
With the Wind.”
She nursed > babe
symphony ever made sweeter mu- and thMe sanitary twins are vig- few copies to sell. Mother Gcose
tion June 18. Chester Worthylake. said.
One fowl, cut in pieces for serving,
From dusk to dawn
sic
in
the
ears
of
a
doctor
or
nurse
|
,
.
,
v
....
And nursed him tenderly.
..
.
„„
.
Iorously put to work after every sus- never dreamed her fame was secure' Boiling water to cover, 2 teaspoons
Jr., of Augusta, returned with her
Mr. Greenleaf promised th at steps
than the hearty cry-. When do I
UMpoon white pepper. 2 outfor a visit.
A children's nurse—
will be taken this year to improving
eal? .
.
1picious case. Toilet articles are also forever after when she sang those
Well what of that?
songs to amuse their houseful ol,
stalks celery ,ncluding leaves
Our flower gardens are coming the supply of clams. He said that
In
the
diet
kitchen
on
the
first
j
sterilized
after
each
patient.
The
A teacher, that was ahe.
babies.
She taught a child
alcrg g r o t new. after the recent this industry can be developed to the
New Mexico has been reported by
1 medium-sized onion, sliced. 1 sprig
From dawn to dusk
floor, meals are prepared under the nurse is responsible for the care
rain.
We went right dewn Ann Bache- parsley. 1 piece bay leaf,
cu p ' Richard Stevens, and Nevada bv
extent that it will give employment
And taught him patiently.
alert supervision of a qualified die- and cleanliness of the bed. but other lor s “Line A Day" in that same issue flcur, l tablespoon lemon Juice.
Mrs Quinn met Mrs Edith John- to a large number of persons.
K S. F Only 7 States now remain
A ehtldren'a nurae—
titlan. assisted by a pastry cook, Icleaning throughout the house Is
Ney.
more
than
that
of the Journal. Remembered how Clean fowl. Brown pieces in hot to be reported. They are;
fon of Bangor while ashore. Mrs
The marketing of shrimp was dis
An angel, that was she.
meat cook and sometimes student done jjy ward maids. Every room good diced cucumber and pineapple
Johnson taught school on Libby cussed by Rufus H. Stone and the
Delaware
fat or not. as you prefer. Cover with
She touched a heart
nurses who procure their training in js housecleaned after the discharge in lemon Jelly made with fresh
In
falryhood.
Island Light station, when Keeper next meeting set aside for further
Idaho
boiling
water
and
simmer
for
1
hour
And made a soul of me
dietetics through practical expert- ' Of a patient and the hospital as a lemcn Juice and unflavored gelatine
Mitchell was there. She would like discussion of that subject. A later
Iowa
Add salt, pepper, celery, cnlon. pars
John Harsen Rhoades
ence as well as class room work. A , whole undergoes a thorough scour- taste in salad and tried that, gar
very much to hear from them
Montana
’ meetin g will be designated for dis New York
ley, and bay leaf, cover and simmer
large, sunny, well-aired kitchen ing once a year; parts of it every
X XX X
• • • •
nished with tender mint sprigs from until fowl Is tender when pierced
North Dakota
cussion of cyster propagation.
Rl'INEO BARN
equipped with mammoth gas stove two weeks. The linoleum floor cov- the garden
Portland Head
We tried Jullenned with a fork. Remove fowl from
South
Dakota
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
and every sanitary convenience, is wrings are waxed to minimize the green peppers fried in butter with
Wonder what we will do "When ciscs in City Hall, Portland. Thurs
Utah
liquid. Slip off the skin, remove the
This graying barn of mossgrowu boards. the seat of the principal cooking, possible distribution of Infection,
the works all done next fail." Looks day afternoon.
steak, only going Ann one better, we bones, and cut the meat into a t
All prone to punk.
Endues awhile, and tpttlng. hoards
and adjoining it are two smaller Garbage is removed daily and rub- used half shredded onion and half
as if we must keep busy for weeks,
tractive pieces fcr serving, but lrave G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D
No warm weather to bother so Inelement shelter for the skunk
rooms for pasty work and special
twice weekly. All Infected rub- green pepper
The anim als hare gone
especially if interruptions play a far.
whole if preferred. Measure the
And not a hint of pungency remains. di<,s
' b!sh is burned in an incinerator on
part.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port No one passes now
A church social will be held
The new potatoes with a dressing liquid. There should be four cups
the careful pause
i the hospital premises.
Guests of the Hospital
R T. Sterling and family attend land joined the Portland Head Only
of half milk and half cream, plenty If less, add water. If more, boil Thursday night at 7 30 at tlie home
On the path to the graves
ed Portland High graduation exer- crowd 6unday,
; Set apart In the fallow field
“Why. I'm Just like a patron in
laundry ls * nt out' a pracUce of butter and chopped chives made down to this amount. Dissolve the of Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson and
' The snows and rains
which serves a twofold benefit— I
Mr and Mrs Walker of Portland Fall on the empty mow
a hotel, exclaims the private pa- , h a t" of
a7 v a n ta g e "to j 8 h‘‘ and the
dices ol lemcn flour in cream cr milk if you want daughters for the benefit of the
j No mouse gnaws.
and Mr. and Mrs. Hayes of South For nothing there resists a tooth
tients when the dietitian calls on the ccmmUnity. and subjection of '*nd ora,* e PF
* sensatlon ,n a rich gravy, or in water if you want F.nnish Congregational Church.
old boards yield
clear gravy. Beat with an egg beat The public is invited
Portland were guests Sunday eve >1And
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tea.
Crops of decay.
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. All It now saves
ning of Mrs. R T Sterling.
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The stunt of breaking salmon into er to make a smooth mixture. Add
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! for the day. Any reasonable change lessens the danger of infection. O n '
Is beauty of line and truth
Jack Robinson landed a job and I; Old
,
,
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.
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pieces the size of scallops to be the hot liquid to this flour mixture egg yolks with vanilla. Add cream,
Larry knew and bullded In his
return
frcm
the
laundry
the
linen
,
.
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youth
in
the
diet
will
be
gladly
made
and
is working at Myral’s in Portland.
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„ , .
' dipped in mayonnaise then in fine 3nd ccok over medium heat, stirring then fcld in well beaten egg whites.
Sarah Norton McCullagh
is
minutely
inspected
for
tears,
and
'
Miss Jane Walker of Portland
even suggestions offered by the offi
.,
\
, i crumbs and baked in a hot oven till constantly, until smooth and thick Bake as a custard pie —Sent it> »y
Roxbury. Mass
mending done bv the matrons of
,
. .
.
was guest Tuesday evening of Rob
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.
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crisp and eaten with tartar sauce we ened. Taste. Add lemon juice if it Mrs A. H Chandler of Bellows Fails,
cial whose duty it is to provide the Bok Home for
Nurses who a so . . .
...
,
ert Sterling. Jr.
a positive Inspiration. All seems to need it, or more talt or Vt.
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suitable nourishment and in com- make many of the operating room , thought
,
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. , ___ , pepper. One or twe beaten egg
I
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Mr. and Mrs. Clyde O rant and
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.... iindividual
j
u . .tastes
* .inso- i supplies,
n
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Journal
pltance
with
! In
gave®UUs a fever
inspiration
yolks may be added if a richer gravy
daughters Patricia and Earlene Help me Dear Lord, today I pray.
Breakfast
TO walk the narrow, narrow wav
far m possible
Where restrictions
The Hosp.tal Auxiliary which now for
is desired. Strain.
were guests Monday afternoon of That others Journeying in my path
Melcn Halvas
May safely walk, and stumble not
have
been
ordained,
however,
all
numbers
100 members, is of great
alwayj
tQ do fcr
Fresh Spiced Pineapple Relish
Mrs F O Hilt.
Puffed W heat and Cream
thMe
Haven't you One medium-sized fresh pine
Mr and Mrs W. C. Dow were call Through aunny allies and shady pleadings are in vain against the assistance in the making of small
Scrambled Eggs
paths This or. . .. .
.
. . , ,„
IReg. value ( L i t )
"No. no!" of the attendant physi- linen wares and bandages.
ers Wednesday afternoon a t the It may not be a primrose path
cup tarragon vinegar,
;
I any bright ideas to share to help us apple,
Wheatena Muffins
cian.
I ganization because of its contact
..
...
......
make It straight Dear Lord. I ask
cup granulated sugar, '■» teaspoon
station. Mr Dow came over to give But
Siratvberry Jam
•L u . u .u
, j
.... .
1achieve th a t ambition.
The path that lead* to Thee at laat
Meals
are
served
at
7,
11
30
and
wi,h
1)01,1
hospital
and
public,
fu
n
c
-;
teaspeon powdered
a hand on the Job.
With cool, ruffled salads definitely cinnamon.
Coffee
Mr* R Fry
W o o lw ic h
4 30 with supplementary "snacks", tions as an ideal liaison commit- on each day's menu you might like cloves
William Morrison called Tuesday
Dinner
XXXX
such as eggnoggs, orange juice and
radiating knowledge one of the a few stunts to vary the dressings.
Peel
the
pineapple
and
rcincve
the
afternoon.
•Chicken
Fricassee
THE FOURTH OF JULY
chocolate milk at 10 30 in the morn-1 other.
• • • •
Ever thin the mayonnaise fcr fruit center core. Chop rather fine and
Mashed
Potatoes
(For The Courler-Oazettel
ing and 3 in the afternoon. Trays*
()ut Patient Department
IN MKMURIAM
salad with pineapple juice or honey combine it with the remaining In
Green Peas and Mint
the Fourth la the noisiest dav
(A tribute to Capt Everett Mills for July
are
marked
with
the
patients
name.j
Although
there is no dispensary- to get the consistency of heavy gredients and simmer slowly for ",
fn all the year:
Dumplings
merly ot White Head Coast Ouprd The month of July—the noisiest month.
room and diet. In order that food J K™x Hospital, minor dressing , ;
' w Ome'n''i i k e 'u but men
Station.)
And causes most fear.
of an hour or until the pineapple
•Spiced Pineapple Relish
We mourn today a friend.
may reach the bedside warm a n d / ’W accident cases and the lesser
SQ enthusiastic about fiWeP, is tender. Pour into hot sterilized
For we look for thunder showers.
Stuffed Tomato Salad
The shadows hide the sun
And we never know
palatable,
dishes
are
heated
in
boilsurgical
treatments
are
cared
for
A faithful friend gone hom e—
glasses and when ccld, cover with
•Transparent Pic
When th e lightning la to strike
A noble work Is done.
ing water and shipped post haste ‘ *n a separate department adjacent
Thej.-U usually fail for a little melted paraffin. Serve cold with
w nethee high or low
Coffee
A tender friendship broke, and yet
to the ambulance entrance
by electric elevator.
“The | chopped chutney added to mayc.i- meats. Especially good with ham.
His presence still we feel
Neither what time of day It come*
I *“___**“ ..
Supper
That when our boat puts out to sea
Or whether In the night;
Another factor which receives segregation here of certain emer- nalfe fQr meat or
£a]ad and
His hand still guides the wheel.
Some people do not mind It— .
Transparent Pie
Salad Bowl of Mixed Greens
And some are filled with fright
major attention is variety. There K ^ ie s tends to protect the sterile chQpped chutnev addpd lQ
One cup sugar, % cup Land O'
Chiffonade Dressing
Safe from the reefs of life
Now If every one wilt do his part
must be no routine in a sick p e r - m
a i n operattot room dressln? fOf mixed Jfecn salad u Lakes butter, 1 cup cream. M cup -Radish Roses
Where breakers of sorrow roar.
Pickle Fans
In m aking all the noise.
Safe to steer hla craft
and in that manner safeguards th e , onf cf QUr pe{ |0VK
son's meals; his appetite must needs *“
We shall all feel much happier
In -waters calm near peaceful shore
tart Jelly, 2 eggs, beaten separately,
Cheese Biscuits
And
please
the
gtrls
and
boys
And yet our grief Is softened with the
for
drcwtng 1 teaspoon vanilla.
be whetted with a mixture of well- general public. Yearly admissions ,hc
Knox's Fruit Gelatine
thought
Ring the hells and beat the drams.
is type tota about 800
I tyj you ftnd
opes yo)|r fam!|y Cream butter and add sugar Add
balanced, tasty viands attractively o
Tnat though we cannot see
And let the musle play;
Coe kies
Tender memories of (friendship true
And have a glorious time the Fourth
A large drug room is constantly „nthug<> over
gMtrd jelly and mix well. Add well beaten
arranged and rich in nutriment.
Will live throughout Eternity.
Iced Tetley Tea
It does not come to stay
Often a will to recover hinges on well stocked but as there is no regisOne of hit, Boys
Delora E Morrill
Rockport
just such a detail, and in her field tered pharmacist on the staff, pre
XXXX
of
labor the dietitian is aiding and scriptions are filled at the local
FR IE N D SH IP
GLENNYS GARDEN
abetting
return to health, hand in drug stores, each firm being allotted
Pythian Sisters met Tuesday.
IFor The Courler-Oazettel
glove with the medical contacts. I ^our months trade in rotation.
The district deputy O. C. Gertrude Glenny has bright gardens.
Her knowledge of food values,' Authorities of Kncx Hospital are
Oliver made plans for the conven They're scattered everywhere;
the fields and down .he lane,
coupled
witli solicitude for the par- , conscious not only of a grave re
tion which is to be held Sept. 28 Through
All growing: none are rare
taker s palate, makes for an India-1 sP°n4,blllty to patients but also of
with
Crescent
Temple
in
Warren
There
are
buttercups
and
d«l«lr,
A <*nnin« La So lie B etter Right
prnsable unit in the curing process.!,,le necessity to co-operate with the
Harold MacFarland who has been Clover, damp with dew.
W ellsm n for only SLAB.
Flr»t
Violets hidden In the moss.
complete wnU»mp otot offered
guest of his brother Wardell Mac- Swamp Iris; purple, too
Dealing in Weta
,
m" chan,s and
,o *hom ]
wtth nn»h button tw itch nt nny.
Parland has returned to South Bris He picks ine lovely bouquets.
S i.rg ralca. es are put on a "liquid ! " ’ rheat
are indeb,*d '
where peer thl» price. Set It to
Presents them with a smile:
day nt onr thowroom . . . and en
tol. He was accompanied by his Dearest
brown-eved baby.
dlet for three to five days, meaning
joy better light for better eight.
tton.
nephew Elbridge MacFarland who His winning ways beguile
their intake Is limited to broth, g in -;
"Who planted all my gardens’
will visit relatives there.
ger ale, tea or bouillon. Their next 1
He asked of me tonight.
Mr and Mrs. E. H. La wry and I told him Ood had sowed them all step is the "soft diet' which includes
T E N A N T 'S H A R B O R
To
make
each
day
more
bright
dauhter Eda. entertained at their
ereamed
coups,
custards,
and
simple
the sweet wild flowers;
cottage Tuesday Mrs. Margaret HeIn loves
W W M ^dBM M M V
hts own gardens grown.
tjfsserts; and after that they can! Tlie Masons will observe St.
Maton, Mrs. Abbie Suevens, Mrs Much better than my choicest ro e. have a regular he-m ans eats—meat.! Jo ,ln i
•0CHl,y by attending the
Agnes Winchenpaw and daughter Because they are his own
vegetables, desserts, plus,—even two Baptist Church Sunday morning.
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor
Betty.
helpings if their eondit on warrants | Meml>rs of the Baatern S tar are
it and tlie doctor nods approval.
'
Each tray is prepared separately
Church Notes
and food for the private patients ts
not cooked en masse; only the ques Tlie Masons and the members cf
tion of time prevents this procedure the Eastern Star will attend the
in the wards, also After leaving the Church on the Hill In recognit'oa of
kitchen, no edibles are ever again St. John s Day Sunday a t 10 30. Rev.
used, regardless of whether they Newell J. Smith will preach on the
have been touched by the patient. theme “John's Greatness" Bible
Some idea of the kitchen's ac School classes meet at 1130. The
S A V E Hi
tivity may be gained from the fact Happy Hour cf Music and Message
on th it
C herrolef for 1939 la rhe f r i t c a r o f t h e l a n d !
that 6 363 meals were served during service meets at 7. with a half hour
BRIDE SPECIAL
Ivery 4 0 re te mfc eJ every day.
cf
Joyful
and
Inspirational
singing
tlie past month, exclusive of inter
First In tales by a wide margin—6M,MM already
Somebody bvy• o now Cbovrofotf
med.ary repasts. With such a vast by the congregation Pastor Smith
aold, and the demand Increasing. First In styling,
H A T S * M IX E S * W H IP S
will
speak
on
"Selling
Christ."
The
first In acceleration, first In hlll-cllmbing, first in
turnover in foodstuffs, the acme of
•Il-round performance with economy, am ong all
thrift in buying Is necessary, for a young peoples choir and musical
cars In Its pries range!
surplus must be avoided. Patients Instruments will assist.
Follow the trend of all wise cooks and in
A fascinating study of the Trans
won't eat hash.
See your Chevrolet dealer today and buy the car
vest in this G-E triple-whip mixer. It
figuration
of Christ is being con
nCIMIVI WACUOM
In addition to the regulation por
that o u t - i e l l i because It o u t - v a l u e i all others In
fluffs up eggs, beats up batters, meshes
tions, the diet kitchen also turns ducted in the Wednesday evening
th e field—Buy a n e w 19.19 C h e v r o le t!
out dicbctic fare, test meals for cer prayer and praise meetings which
potatoes and turnips quicker, easier, better
tain ailments and all specially or have seen the largest attendance for
than you can do them by hand. Mixer
years. Last Wednesday, Sumner D.
dered rations.
complete with Juice Extiactor, Regular
NewUngxr Ridlnt-tow
Precious occupants of the nur Crabtree of Taylor University of Up
$19.95 Value, SPECIAL JUNE BRIDE
• Turret Tep• Frent-IM
sery who are "bottle babies" receive land, Ind., spoke in a helpful mes
StebHIier • Ne Draft
OFFER — ONLY $14.95,
feedings seven times in 24 hours, sage.
Through
gifts
from
various
de
each infant having his own indi
Me«h Tronsmlfifilex •
T1pMe-M«rtt« Clutch •
FERFECTEO KNEE
vidual formula prescribed by the partments of the church, an illumi
NEW OBSERVATION
ACTION RIDING ITSTEM
Ix d w tv c Box • Okdor
CAR" VVSIOILITT
doctor. Seven bottles are prepared nated bulletin board is being con
Chagfilt Frame
WI B O O tll BY R IM IB
structed
by
Deacon
Conary
which
each morning for every baby, and
labels affixed so that Junior is sure will be set up in the church lawn to
to get his own meal instead of an announce all services.
P O W II^ d b M M M Y
entirely different one Intended for
Johnny. All bottles are thoroughly
LO N G C O V E
6 8 9 M A IN S T R E E T ,
T E L 1250
R O C K L A N D , M E.
at thcee ito re t only
washed, then boiled for three min
WATERVILLE
AUGUSTA • LEWISTON • ROCKLAND
utes, and the nipples likewise are
St. George's Church at 3 p. m. PEASLEE & ROSS, VINAL HAVEN BARKER’S GARAGE, UNION
CARROLL’S GARAGE, THOMASTON
sterilized. Pasteurized milk is used Evensong.
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